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REMEMBER CUSTOMER SERVICE?
We do too! At Orca, a real live person 

always answers the phone.
Got questions?
Give us a call.

the orca blog
orcabook.com/blog

FIND US ONLINE! @orcabook

Are you a teacher?
We’ve got what you’re 

looking for!
Announcing three new Teacher Guides 
in our collection of Teacher Resources. 
Build an inquiry-based unit plan focused 
on topics such as sustainability, raising 
global citizens, cultural traditions around 
the world and Indigenous teachings. 
Using the Orca Footprints, the Orca 
Origins or Speaking Our Truth: A Journey 
of Reconciliation, these guides provide a 
variety of dynamic activities and handouts 
for your students. SEE PAGES 68-69.

Looking for our bestselling Hi-Lo series 
for middle-schoolers, teens and adults? 
We offer a 20% educational discount on all 
our books, plus audiobooks, ebooks and 
customizable collections. SEE PAGES 44 
and on. 

Need some help deciding what to order? 
Call Dayle, our educational specialist, at 
1-800-210-5277.



the excitement of a  
new season of books!  

Here are some highlights of what  
we’ve been working on:

The story of how Robert Bateman, celebrated naturalist and 
painter, became one of Canada’s most famous artists. Text 
by Margriet Ruurs accompanies Robert’s stunning paintings 
and sketches, and proceeds from this book will benefit  
The Bateman Foundation (pp. 22–23).   

ORCA ISSUES: A new ya nonfiction series covering subjects 
that are as important as they are controversial. This includes 
reproductive rights and feminism for this spring; future topics 
include assisted dying, mental illness, disabilities, Indigenous 
rights, and immigration and refugees. (pp. 41–43).

Ian McAllister’s award-winning photographs are now 
available in board book format, with an adorable new book 
starring the babies of the Great Bear Rainforest (pp. 9). Also 
coming this spring—a yet-to-be announced Great Bear Rainforest 
IMAX film and the accompanying book…stay tuned! 

Orca is proud to be distributing Theytus Books. You can see 
two new books from Katherena Vermette and Catherine 
Jameson, featuring the beautiful artwork of Julie Flett, on  
pp. 12–13, plus the Theytus children’s backlist on pp. 84–85.

my Great Bear  
rainforest  
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January 8, 2019
9781459819023
$9.95 bb

7 x 7 · 28 pages

9781459819030 pdf

9781459819047 epub

9781459820234 read-along epub

ages 0–2

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing & promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Digital and print ARCs 
available

• Blog and social media 
promotion

• Chinese New Year is 
February 5, 2019 The Animals of Chinese New Year

中国农历新年动物生肖
Jen Sookfong Lee • Translated by Kileasa Che Wan Wong

It’s a race to the finish!

Drawing on the myth of the Chinese zodiac, The Animals of Chinese New Year follows 
twelve animals as they speed across a river, competing to represent the imminent 

new year in a race held by the Jade Emperor, the most powerful Chinese god. Each 
animal competes in its own unique way. The ox works hard, the tiger is brave, the dog 
smiles kindly, but who will win? Bright photographs of babies demonstrating the same 
traits as the animals in the text, complemented by traditional Chinese graphic elements, 
accompany Sookfong Lee’s lively text. 

Orca Book Publishers is pleased to offer this book as a dual-language (English/
Simplified Chinese) edition.

jen sookfong lee was born and raised in East Vancouver, British Columbia, and she 
now lives with her son in North Burnaby. Her books include The Conjoined, a finalist 
for the Ethel Wilson Fiction Prize, The Better Mother, The End of East, Gentlemen of 
the Shade and, with Orca, Chinese New Year: A Celebration for Everyone. Jen appears 
regularly as a contributor on The Next Chapter on cbc Radio One and teaches at 
The Writer’s Studio Online with Simon Fraser University. For more information, visit  
sookfong.com.

keywords: Chinese zodiac, Chinese New Year, festival, celebration, myth, animals, 
animals of the zodiac 

also by 
jen sookfong lee

BOARD BOOKS | AGES 0–2

Dual Language 
English/Simplified 

Chinese

Chinese New Year:  
A Celebration for Everyone
9781459811263 · $24.95 hc 
ages 9–12

Diwali Lights
9781459819085 · $9.95 bb 
ages 0–2

Previously  
Announced

 
you may also like
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March 26, 2019
9781459818460
$9.95 bb

7 x 7 · 24 pages

9781459818477 pdf

9781459818484 epub

9781459823020 read-along epub

ages 0–2

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Extensive ARC distribution, 
including NetGalley

• Blog and social media 
promotion

also by  
susan musgrave

More Blueberries
9781459807075 · $9.95 bb 
ages 0–2

Kiss, Tickle, Cuddle, Hug
9781459801639 · $9.95 bb 
ages 0–2

see page 78 for  
more board books 

AGES 0–2 | BOARD BOOKS

My Love Is For You
Susan Musgrave • Illustrated by Marilyn Faucher

My love for you is pure. My love for you  
is fierce. My love for you is endless.

Celebrated poet Susan Musgrave weaves the purity, strength and sweetness of love 
with simple joys from nature experienced through the seasons. Marilyn Faucher’s 

vibrant illustrations are a lovely complement to Musgrave’s prose, and together these 
elements introduce babies and toddlers to the delight of cold summer plums, a shower of 
cherry blossom petals and the endlessness of love. A perfect read-aloud, this poetic board 
book will foster warmth and closeness with the littlest ones in your life.

susan musgrave has been nominated for and has received awards in five different catego-
ries of writing—poetry, fiction, nonfiction, personal essay and children’s writing—and for 
her work as an editor. Susan lives on Haida Gwaii, British Columbia, and teaches poetry 
in the Optional Residency mfa in Creative Writing Program at the University of British 
Columbia. For more information, visit susanmusgrave.com.

Born and raised in Montreal, Quebec, marilyn faucher is an honors graduate (specializing 
in illustration) of the graphic design program at Université du Québec à Montréal. Her 
contemporary style brings a fresh perspective to traditional techniques, resulting in sensitive 
and vibrant illustrations. When she’s not working on her illustration projects, Marilyn finds 
inspiration in ghost stories, woods, witches, animals and adventures. Marilyn lives in a 
small town not far from Montreal, Quebec, with her cat named Feta. For more information, 
visit marilynfaucher.com.

keywords: love, seasons, natural world, toddlers, babies, connection
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March 12, 2019
9781459820739
$9.95 bb

7 x 7 · 24 pages

9781459820746 pdf

9781459820753 epub

ages 0–2

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Extensive ARC distribution, 
including NetGalley

• Blog and social media 
promotion

also by  
marthe jocelyn 

BOARD BOOKS | AGES 0–2

One Red Button
9781459813151 · $9.95 bb 
ages 0–2

4     orcabook.com 

One Patch of Blue
Marthe Jocelyn

A loose end leads to a textile adventure.

One patch of denim escapes from a pair of pants and becomes a stained-glass window, 
an ice-cream truck, a Ferris wheel, a fish tank and many other square surprises in 

this delightful board book by celebrated paper artist Marthe Jocelyn. 
Jocelyn’s paper collages in this wordless search-and-find adventure will encourage 

little ones to look closely at the world around them and explore what they see. 

marthe jocelyn is the award-winning author and illustrator of over thirty-five books for 
babies, kids and teens. Her illustrated books have been shortlisted for both the Governor 
General’s Literary Award and the Marilyn Baillie Picture Book Award. In 2009 she was 
the recipient of the prestigious Vicky Metcalf Award for her body of work. Her title Sam 
Sorts was a 2018 usbby Outstanding International Books selection. Originally from 
Toronto, Ontario, Marthe settled in Stratford, Ontario, after a thirty-year stretch in New 
York, New York. For more information, visit marthejocelyn.com.

keywords: search-and-find, collage, shape primer, early learning, concept, shapes, 
colors, wordless

BOARD BOOKS | AGES 0–2

 “Charmingly illustrated.”
—Kirkus Reviews, starred review
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March 12, 2019
9781459820760
$9.95 bb

7 x 7 · 24 pages

9781459820777 pdf

9781459820784 epub

ages 0–2

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Extensive ARC distribution, 
including NetGalley

• Blog and social media 
promotion

One Yellow Ribbon
Marthe Jocelyn

Get all tied up with this yellow ribbon.

One yellow ribbon unties itself from a child’s hair and transforms into a winter scarf, a 
farmer’s field and a lion’s mane, among many other magical things, in this delightful 

board book by celebrated paper artist Marthe Jocelyn.
Jocelyn’s paper collages in this wordless search-and-find adventure will encourage 

little ones to look closely at the world around them and explore what they see. 

marthe jocelyn is the award-winning author and illustrator of over thirty-five books for 
babies, kids and teens. Her illustrated books have been shortlisted for both the Governor 
General’s Literary Award and the Marilyn Baillie Picture Book Award. In 2009 she was 
the recipient of the prestigious Vicky Metcalf Award for her body of work. Her title Sam 
Sorts was a 2018 usbby Outstanding International Books selection. Originally from 
Toronto, Ontario, Marthe settled in Stratford, Ontario, after a thirty-year stretch in New 
York, New York. For more information, visit marthejocelyn.com.

keywords: search-and-find, collage, shape primer, early learning, concept, shapes, 
colors, wordless

also by  
marthe jocelyn 

One Piece of String
9781459813182 · $9.95 bb 
ages 0–2

see page 78 for  
more board books 

AGES 0–2 | BOARD BOOKS

“Fun and  
thought-provoking.”
—Kirkus Reviews
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“Engaging.”
—Kirkus Reviews

usbby outstanding  
international books winner

stonewall honor book  

“Will be welcomed by readers  
searching for guidance and hope.”

—Kirkus Reviews

“Excellent and necessary.”
—School Library Journal

LGBTQ+ books for 
readers of all ages

new spring 2019

see page 16 see page 59
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March 12, 2019
9781459820708
$9.95 bb

7 x 7 · 26 pages

9781459820715 pdf

9781459820722 epub

9781459823037 read-along epub

ages 0–2

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Extensive ARC distribution, 
including NetGalley

• Blog and social media 
promotion

• Release timed around Pride 
month (June 2019)

also by 
robin stevenson

you may also like

Pride: Celebrating Diversity 
& Community
9781459809932 
$24.95 pb with flaps

ages 9–13

Toesy Toes
9781459813427 · $9.95 bb

ages 0–2

see page 78 for  
more board books 

Pride Colors
Robin Stevenson

Rainbow flags, Pride day fun! I’ll always love you, little one.

Through gentle rhymes and colorful photographs of adorable children, Pride Colors 
is a celebration of the deep unconditional love of a parent or caregiver for a young 

child. The profound message of this delightful board book is that love is love. Be yourself, 
and be with whomever you choose; you’ll always be loved.

Celebrated author Robin Stevenson ends her purposeful prose by explaining the 
meaning behind each color in the Pride flag: red = life, orange = healing, yellow = sunlight,  
green = nature, blue = peace and harmony, and violet = spirit.

robin stevenson is the author of more than twenty books for kids and teens. Her 
nonfiction book Pride: Celebrating Diversity & Community was a 2017 Stonewall 
Honor book, a usbby Outstanding International Books selection and a finalist for 
the Sheila A. Egoff Children’s Literature Prize. Robin has also written many novels 
for children and young adults, including the Governor General’s Award–nominated  
A Thousand Shades of Blue. She lives in Victoria, British Columbia, with her partner and 
teenage son. For more information, visit robinstevenson.com.

keywords: concept, primer, acceptance, celebration, LGBTQ+, colors, rainbow

AGES 0–2 | BOARD BOOKS
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nourish the 
sense of 
wonder.  

—kirkus reviews

great bear  
books

my Great Bear  
rainforest  

ages 6–8

“Gorgeous.”
—The Globe and Mail
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“Excellent.”
—Booklist
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—Kirkus Reviews
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“Stunning.”
—Booklist
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“Striking.”
—Publishers Weekly
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“Eye-catching.”
—Kirkus Reviews
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Coming Spring 2019
Ian McAllister’s Great Bear Rainforest IMAX film and book.

Watch for the announcement!
9781459822795

ages 9–12
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February 26, 2019
9781459821668
$9.95 bb

7 x 7 · 24 pages

9781459821675 pdf

9781459821682 epub

9781459823044 read-along epub

ages 0–2

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Extensive ARC distribution, 
including NetGalley

• Blog and social media 
promotion

• More information available at 
greatbearbooks.com

• Watch for Ian McAllister’s 
feature-length IMAX film on 
the Great Bear Rainforest

see page 78 for  
more board books 

Babies of the Great Bear Rainforest
Ian McAllister

Wild and free, baby!

Every spring the Great Bear Rainforest becomes a nursery to some of the most adorable 
baby animals out there. Award-winning nature photographer Ian McAllister has 

photographed the cutest of the cute to teach the little ones in your life about some of 
the little ones found in this temperate rainforest on British Columbia’s Pacific coast. 
Orca calves, wolf cubs, seal pups and herring eggs (arguably not traditionally cute but 
still interesting!) feature in this vibrant exploration of one of the most beautiful great 
outdoors on offer in this big wild world. 

ian mcallister is an award-winning photographer and author of many books, including 
Seal Garden, Wolf Island, A Bear’s Life, A Whale’s World, The Salmon Bears, The Sea 
Wolves and The Great Bear Sea (all with Nicholas Read). He is the founding director of 
Pacific Wild, a Canadian nonprofit wildlife-conservation group. He lives with his family 
in the heart of the Great Bear Rainforest. For more information, visit pacificwild.org.

keywords: nature photography, animal babies, wild animals, Great Bear Rainforest, 
Great Bear Sea, Pacific coast

AGES 0–2 | BOARD BOOKS

also by 
ian mcallister

A Whale’s World
9781459812734 · $19.95 hc

ages 6–8

The Seal Garden
9781459812673 · $19.95 hc

ages 6–8
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DUAL-LANGUAGE BOOKS

Dual-Language Books from Orca
Introduce the little ones in your life to other languages while reading their favorite 
books! Orca is pleased to offer a selection of board books, picture books, ebooks 

and read-alongs as dual-language editions. The original English text is paired  
with a translation in languages such as Cree, Haida, Chipewyan, South Slavey,  
Chinese and Arabic. We are excited to offer diverse books in a whole new way.

Looking for French translations of our books? See page 71.

available in multiple formats

Kiss by Kiss
Ocêtôwina
Dual Language:
English & Plains Cree
By Richard Van Camp
Translated by Mary Cardinal Collins
9781459816213 board book

7 x 7  •  26 pages  •  $9.95
9781459816220 pdf

9781459816237 epub

9781459820227 digital read-along

Little You
Kîya-K’apisîsisîyân
Dual Language:
English & Plains Cree
By Richard Van Camp
Illustrated by Julie Flett
Translated by Mary Cardinal Collins
9781459820067 pb

7 x 7  •  24 pages  •  $6.95
9781459820074 pdf

9781459820081 epub

9781459820098 digital read-along

Welcome Song for Baby
Ni Nikamon ‘Tawâw Nipepîmis’
Dual Language:
English & Plains Cree
By Richard Van Camp
Translated by Mary Cardinal Collins
9781459820104 pb

7 x 7  •  24 pages  •  $6.95
9781459820111 pdf

9781459820128 epub

9781459820135 digital read-along

We Sang You Home
Ka Kîweh Nikamôstamâtinân
Dual Language:
English & Plains Cree
By Richard Van Camp
Illustrated by Julie Flett
Translated by Mary Cardinal Collins
9781459820142 pb

7 x 7  •  26 pages  •  $6.95
9781459820159 pdf

9781459820166 epub

9781459820173 digital read-along

My Heart Fills With Happiness
Ni Sâkaskineh Mîyawâten  
Niteh Ohcih
Dual Language:
English & Plains Cree
By Monique Gray Smith
Illustrated by Julie Flett
Translated by Mary Cardinal Collins
9781459820180 pb

7x7  •  24 pages  •  $6.95
9781459820197 pdf

9781459820203 epub

9781459820210 digital read-along

The Animals of  
Chinese New Year 
中国农历新年动物生肖
Dual Language:  
English & Simplified Chinese
By Jen Sookfong Lee
Translated by Kileasa Che Wan Wong
January 8, 2019
9781459819023 board book 
7x7 • 24 pages • $9.95
9781459819030 pdf

9781459819047 epub

9781459820234 digital read-along 

 see page 2 

Stepping Stones:  
A Refugee Family’s Journey 

Dual Language:
English & Arabic
By Margriet Ruurs
Images by Nizar Ali Badr
Translated by Falah Raheem
9781459814905 hardcover picture book, w jacket

9.5  x 7.75  •  32 pages  •  $20.00
9781459814912 pdf

9781459814929 epub

9781459816138 digital read-along
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Available
9781459821750
$19.95 hc

9 x 9 · 32 pages

9781459821767 pdf

9781459821774 epub

9781459820241 digital read-along

ages 3–5

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Digital and print ARCs 
available

• Blog and social media 
promotion

You Hold Me Up ◆ Ki Kîhcêyimin Mâna
Monique Gray Smith  •  Illustrated by Danielle Daniel  

Translated by Mary Cardinal Collins

You hold me up. I hold you up. We hold each other up.

This vibrant picture book, beautifully illustrated by celebrated artist Danielle Daniel, 
encourages children to show love and support for each other and to consider each 

other’s well-being in their everyday actions.
Consultant, international speaker and award-winning author Monique Gray Smith 

wrote You Hold Me Up to prompt a dialogue among young people, their care providers 
and educators about Reconciliation and the importance of the connections children make 
with their friends, classmates and families. This is a foundational book about building 
relationships, fostering empathy and encouraging respect between peers, starting with 
our littlest citizens.

Orca Book Publishers is pleased to offer this hardcover picture book as a dual-language 
(English and Plains Cree) edition.

monique gray smith is a mixed-heritage woman of Cree, Lakota and Scottish ancestry.
Her life’s work has focused on fostering paradigm shifts that emphasize the resilience 
and strength of Indigenous people. Monique is the author of the bestselling My Heart 
Fills With Happiness, a ccbc Best Books for Kids and Teens (2016). Monique and her 
family live on Lekwungen territory in Victoria, British Columbia. For more information, 
visit moniquegraysmith.com.

danielle daniel is the author and illustrator of Sometimes I Feel Like a Fox, winner of 
the Marilyn Baillie Picture Book Award, a finalist for the First Nation Communities Read 
Award and the Blue Spruce Award and a New York Public Library’s Most Notable Books 
of 2015. Danielle is currently working on two novels and completing an mfa in creative 
writing through ubc. She writes and paints in Sudbury, Ontario. For more information, 
visit danielledaniel.com.

keywords: Reconciliation, support, respect, empathy, Indigenous, peers, relationships, 
family, emotional literacy, understanding

also by 
monique gray smith

You Hold Me Up (English)
9781459814479 · $19.95 hc

ages 3–5

Speaking Our Truth:  
A Journey of Reconciliation
9781459815834 · $29.95 hc

ages 9–12

DUAL-LANGUAGE BOOKS
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February 5, 2019
9781926886541
$19.95 hc

8 x 8 · 32 pages

ages 3–5

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Digital and print ARCs 
available

• Blog and social media 
promotion

The Girl and the Wolf
Katherena Vermette  •  Illustrated by Julie Flett

An empowering Indigenous twist on a classic wolf narrative.   

While picking berries with her mother, a little girl wanders too far into the woods. 
When she realizes she is lost, she begins to panic. A large grey wolf makes a sudden 

appearance between some distant trees. Using his sense of smell, he determines where 
she came from and decides to help her. Through a series of questions from the wolf, the 
little girl realizes she had the knowledge and skill to navigate herself—she just needed to 
remember that those abilities were there all along.

katherena vermette is a Métis writer from Treaty One territory in Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
Her first book, North End Love Songs, won the Governor General’s Literary Award for 
Poetry in 2013. Her bestselling novel The Break won multiple awards, including the 
2017 Amazon.ca First Novel Award. Katherena has also written the children’s picture 
book series The Seven Teachings Stories and her National Film Board documentary 
this river won the 2017 Canadian Screen Award for Best Short Documentary.

julie flett studied fine arts at Concordia University in Montreal and Emily Carr 
University of Art + Design in Vancouver. She received the Christie Harris Illustrated 
Children’s Literature Prize and was nominated for the Governor General’s Award for 
Children’s Literature for her book Owls See Clearly at Night: A Michif Alphabet / Lii 
Yiiboo Nayaapiwak lii Swer: L’alphabet di Michif. Julie is Cree-Métis and currently lives 
in Vancouver, British Columbia. For more information, visit julieflett.com. Follow her 
on Twitter @julie_flett. 

keywords: independence, children, knowledge, power, strength, nature, instincts, survival 
skills

also illustrated by 
julie flett

The Moccasins
9781894778145 · $10.95 pb

ages 3–5

see page 84 for  
more theytus books 
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ages 3–5

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Digital and print ARCs 
available

• Blog and social media 
promotion

Zoe and the Fawn
Catherine Jameson  •  Illustrated by Julie Flett 

Translations by Richard Armstrong

Zoe finds a lone fawn in the forest and helps search for its mother.

Zoe and her father are delighted to come across a fawn in the forest. But the fawn is 
alone—where is its mother? Join Zoe on her quest for the deer, as she encounters 

animals and learns their syilx (Okanagan) names along the way.
Repetition of phrased questions will enhance success for beginning readers while 

creating a playful rhythm for young listeners. 
This sweet story is by Catherine Jameson, a mother who studied Children’s Fiction 

Writing at the En’owkin Centre’s Indigenous Creative Writing Graduate Program. 

catherine jameson is Secwépemc-syilx (Okanagan). She lives in Penticton, British 
Columbia. This is her first book. 

julie flett studied fine arts at Concordia University in Montreal and Emily Carr 
University of Art + Design in Vancouver. She received the Christie Harris Illustrated 
Children’s Literature Prize and was nominated for the Governor General’s Award for 
Children’s Literature for her book Owls See Clearly at Night: A Michif Alphabet / Lii 
Yiiboo Nayaapiwak lii Swer: L’alphabet di Michif. Julie is Cree-Métis and currently lives 
in Vancouver, British Columbia. For more information, visit julieflett.com. Follow her 
on Twitter @julie_flett.  

richard armstrong, syilx traditional knowledge/language specialist, offers syilx 
Okanagan translations for each of the animals in this story. He is from the Okanagan 
Nation.

keywords: syilx, Okanagan, Indigenous, animals, language, woodland creatures, mothers 
and babies

 
you may also like

I Like Who I Am
9781894778633 · $12.95 pb

ages 6–8

  AGES 3–5  |  PICTURE BOOKS FROM THEYTUS BOOKS
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$19.95 jacketed hc

8.75 x 10.75 · 32 pages

ages 3–5

The Magic Boat
9781459814325
9781459814332 pdf

9781459814349 epub

9781459823051 read-along epub

9781459822979 mp3

Le bateau magique
9781459823242
9781459823259 pdf

9781459823266 epub

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Extensive ARC distribution, 
including NetGalley

• Blog and social media 
promotion

also illustrated by 
gabrielle grimard

Today, Maybe
9781554694006 · $19.95 hc

ages 3–5

Island in the Salish Sea
9781459813458 · $19.95 hc    
ages 3–5

PICTURE BOOKS | AGES 3–5

The Magic Boat ◆ Le bateau magique
Kit Pearson and Katherine Farris  •  Illustrated by Gabrielle Grimard 

Translated by Rachel Martinez

A new friend helps Ellie set her imagination free.

Every summer morning, Ellie and her Nonna go to the beach. They swim and build 
sandcastles, and while Nonna reads, Ellie watches the other children play. One day 

Ellie builds up the courage to approach an older girl playing on her own in a beached 
rowboat. Piper has a gift, an imagination so great that she whisks Ellie off on grand 
adventures, going high in the air, deep below the ocean and everywhere in between in 
their little blue boat, their magic boat. When Piper has to leave, Ellie discovers she has 
her own vivid imagination.

kit pearson was born in Edmonton, Alberta, and grew up there and in Vancouver, 
British Columbia. Her books have been published in several different countries and 
have won many awards, including the Governor General’s Literary Award and the 
bc Lieutenant Governor’s Award for Literary Excellence. She lives in Victoria, British 
Columbia, with her partner, Katherine Farris, and their two dogs, Piper and Brio. 

katherine farris was born in Vancouver, British Columbia, and after university moved 
to Toronto, Ontario, where she worked at Toronto Life Magazine, Greey de Pencier 
Books and OWL Magazine, researching and editing a wide variety of projects. Now living 
in Victoria, British Columbia, her focus is primarily on painting and playing the alto sax. 

gabrielle grimard’s passion for drawing and painting led her to pursue studies in fine 
arts and arts education at Concordia University. She moved from Montreal to Waterville, 
Quebec, where she now lives with her two children, several chickens and her husband. 
For more information, visit gabriellegrimard.com.

keywords: imagination, adventure, new friends, beach vacation, exploration

 
you may also like
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9781554692507 · $19.95 hc    
ages 3–5
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April 9, 2019
9781459822115
$19.95 hc

6.5 x 8.5 · 64 pages

9781459822122 pdf

97814598221339 epub

ages 3–5

english rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Extensive ARC distribution, 
including NetGalley

• Blog and social media 
promotion

 
you may also like

The Night the Forest  
Came to Town
9781459816503 · $19.95 hc   
ages 3–5

see page 80 for  
more picture books 

AGES 3–5 | PICTURE BOOKS

The Invisible Garden
Valérie Picard  •  Illustrated by Marianne Ferrer  •  Translated by Sophie B. Watson

In the invisible garden, everything is possible.

A young girl and her family travel from the city to the country to celebrate her grand- 
 mother’s birthday. Someone suggests that Arianne, as the only child at the party, 

might enjoy exploring the garden more than listening to the adults chat. Arianne is 
unsure what to do in the quiet garden, and she soon lies down out of boredom. But then 
she spots a pebble…and a grasshopper…and flies away on a dandelion seed pod into the 
cosmos as she discovers the freedom of her imagination. 

With very little text, this book lets the illustrations tell the charming story of a child 
carried away into a world much bigger than herself. 

valérie picard is the artistic director at the Quebec publishing house Monsieur Ed. After 
obtaining a diploma in visual arts and a degree in anthropology, she fell in love with  
children’s literature. She draws, reads, buys way too many books (ignoring the fact 
that she has no more space for them) and entertains herself with online Harry Potter  
questionnaires to discover in which house the Sorting Hat would place her. Valérie lives 
in Montreal, Quebec.

marianne ferrer was born in Venezuela and immigrated to Canada in 1998. After 
attending Dawson College in Montreal, Quebec, for illustration and design, she 
completed her education in graphic design at the Université du Québec à Montréal. 
Her style is characterized by its charm, delicacy and depth. Marianne lives in Montreal, 
Quebec.

keywords: imagination, exploration, adventure, nature, garden

2018  
Prix Lux 
Winner
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$19.95 hc

9 x 9 · 32 pages

ages 3–5

A Plan For Pops
9781459816145
9781459816152 pdf

9781459816169 epub

9781459823068 read-along epub    
9781459822986 mp3

Une idée pour Papi
9781459822054
9781459822061 pdf

9781459822078 epub

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Extensive ARC distribution, 
including NetGalley

• Blog and social media 
promotion

also by 
heather smith

Angus All Aglow
9781459814936 · $19.95 hc

ages 3–5

PICTURE BOOKS | AGES 3–5

A Plan for Pops ◆ Une idée pour Papi
Heather Smith  •  Illustrated by Brooke Kerrigan  •  Translated by Rachel Martinez

This complex contraption has one simple task: to make Pops smile.

Lou spends every Saturday with Grandad and Pops. They walk to the library hand in 
  hand, like a chain of paper dolls. Grandad reads books about science and design, 

Pops listens to rock and roll, and Lou bounces from lap to lap. But everything changes 
one Saturday. Pops has a fall. That night there is terrible news: Pops will be confined to a 
wheelchair, not just for now, but for always. Unable to cope with his new circumstances, 
he becomes withdrawn and shuts himself in his room. Hearing Grandad trying to cheer 
up Pops inspires Lou to make a plan. Using skills learned from Grandad, and with a little 
help from their neighbors, Lou comes up with a plan for Pops.

Originally from Newfoundland, heather smith now lives in Waterloo, Ontario, with 
her husband and three children. Smith’s children have taught her many things in life, 
most importantly that love is love and that any problem can be solved using the three Ps: 
perseverance, persistence and patience. Heather is the award-winning author of many 
books for kids of all ages. For more information, visit heathertsmith.com.

brooke kerrigan has loved to draw ever since she was a little girl, so it seemed only 
natural that she would grow up to become an artist. Of all her creative endeavors, illus-
trating children’s books is her favorite. Born in Toronto, Ontario, she currently lives with 
her husband in the French Alps, in a little town that inspires her every day. For more 
information, visit brookekerrigan.com.

keywords: STEM, grandparents, intergenerational relationships, aging, community, 
LGBTQ+, inventions

“A heartwarming and 
sparkly story of friendship. 
We all glow a little more 
brightly when we are able 
to be ourselves.”
—Robin Stevenson, award-winning 
author of Pride: Celebrating Diversity 
& Community

see page 71 for  
our complete list  
of french titles
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$19.95 jacketed hc

9 x 9 · 32 pages
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The Silence Slips In
9781459817067
9781459817074 pdf

9781459817081 epub

9781459823099 read-along epub

9781459823013 mp3  

Le Silence se  
glisse près de toi
9781459822085
9781459822092 pdf

9781459822108 epub

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Extensive ARC distribution, 
including NetGalley

• Blog and social media 
promotion

also by 
alison hughes

Spare Dog Parts
9781459807044 · $19.95 hc   
ages 3–5

What Matters
9781459809109 · $19.95 hc   
ages 3–5

AGES 3–5 | PICTURE BOOKS

The Silence Slips In  
Le Silence se glisse près de toi

Alison Hughes  •  Illustrated by Ninon Pelletier  •  Translated by Rachel Martinez

Sometimes you need help finding the Silence. 

When the party’s over and the baby finally falls asleep, when the dog is all barked out 
and the screens are dark, the Silence pads in on soft, furry feet. A warm, comforting 

presence, the Silence curls up in a sunbeam like a cuddly cat and helps you read, think 
and be still. The Silence is friends with the Dark. Together they soothe the jagged edges 
left when the Noise has rolled on and gently launch the boats of your dreams into the 
night. When the day becomes overwhelming or other feelings become too big, the Silence 
slips in.

With soft illustrations and soothing text, this is a quiet story about learning to find 
calm in the busy world around you.

alison hughes writes for children of all ages. Her books have been nominated for many 
awards, including the Governor General’s Literary Award. She shares her love of writing 
by giving lively presentations and workshops at schools and young-author conferences. 
She lives in Edmonton, Alberta, with her family, where her three snoring dogs provide 
the soundtrack for her writing. For more information, visit alisonhughesbooks.com.

As a child, ninon pelletier wanted to become an astronaut in order to see the world 
differently. Instead, thanks to her great imagination, she became an illustrator. She studied 
photography and graphic design, and has illustrated over thirty children’s books. She was 
nominated for the Governor General’s Literary Award in 2016. She lives in Montreal, 
Quebec, surrounded by her pencils, charcoals and friends. For more information, visit 
ninonpelletier.com. 

keywords: mindfulness, meditation, peace, new experiences, growing up, self-regulation
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April 2, 2019
9781459821934
$19.95 hc

6.5 x 8.5 · 48 pages

9781459821958 pdf

9781459821965 epub

ages 6–8

english rights available 
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Extensive ARC distribution, 
including NetGalley

• Blog and social media 
promotion

 
you may also like

Florence & Leon
9781459818224 · $19.95 hc   
ages 6–8

Once Upon A Balloon
9781459803244 · $19.95 hc   
ages 6–8

PICTURE BOOKS | AGES 6–8

Through the Elephant’s Door
Hélène de Blois   •   Illustrated by France Cormier   •   Translated by Sophie B. Watson

A visit to the museum with an elephant has an unexpected outcome.

I t’s a rainy day so the boy and his elephant, Émile, decide the perfect way to pass their 
time is with a trip to the museum. Their problems start before they even walk through 

the doors. First, what door does an elephant fit through? And second, why does the 
grumpy guard assume they are going to cause problems? It seems like as soon as they start 
to enjoy an exhibit, he’s right there yelling at them not to touch anything. Like they would 
ever do that!

Then, in a flash everything changes and suddenly Émile and the boy find themselves 
in a very precarious situation. Will the guard be right about these two after all?

hélène de blois did her ba in French at the University of Montreal and in dramatic 
arts at the Université du Québec à Montréal. In 1999 she published her first book for 
children, Un train pour Kénogami, which was a finalist for the Prix Cécile-Gagnon. Ever 
since, she’s been writing and visiting students, encouraging the imaginations of young 
readers through reading, writing and art. Hélène lives in Montreal, Quebec. For more 
information, visit helenedeblois.com. 

france cormier has been drawing forever. In elementary school she used to wear out her 
crayons and refused to play with dolls. After a career as a landscaper, she now devotes 
herself completely to illustrating playful, slightly twisted worlds full of humor. France 
lives in Gatineau, Quebec.

keywords: humor, respect, animals, museums, friendship 
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The World Around Us  series introduces children to complex cultural, social 
and environmental issues that they may encounter outside their homes, in an 
accessible way. Sidebars offer further reading for older children or care providers 
who have bigger questions. For younger children just starting to make these 
observations, the simple question-and-answer format of the main text will 
provide a foundation of knowledge on the subject matter.

Acclaim for On Our Street: 

“A useful starting  
point for conversations 

about an important topic.” 
—Booklist 

“This is a frank yet 
sensitive introduction 

to the issues of 
homelessness…Colour 
photographs offer a 

humanizing and diverse 
representation of poverty.” 

—Quill & Quire

“A positive attempt at  
a difficult subject.” 

—Kirkus Reviews

Available in multiple  
formats, including  

digital Read-Alongs  
for your little ones!
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From the author who brought you the Just Enough series comes The World Around Us series. 
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For ages 3–5
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February 19, 2019
9781459820913
$19.95 jacketed hc

10 x 8.5 · 32 pages

9781459820920 pdf

9781459820937 epub

9781459823075 read-along epub

9781459822993 mp3
ages 6–8

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Extensive ARC distribution, 
including  NetGalley

• Blog and social media 
promotion

• More information available at 
worldaroundusseries.com

On the Playground: 
Our First Talk About Prejudice

Dr. Jillian Roberts  •  Illustrations by Jane Heinrichs

A comprehensive introduction to the topic of prejudice.

On the Playground: Our First Talk About Prejudice focuses on introducing children 
to the complex topic of prejudice. Crafted around a narrative between a grade-

school-aged child and an adult, this inquiry-focused book will help children shape 
their understanding of diversity so they are better prepared to understand, and question, 
prejudice witnessed around them in their day-to-day lives and in the media. Dr. Jillian 
Roberts discusses types of discrimination children notice, what prejudice means, why it’s 
not okay, how to stand up against it and how kids can spread a message of inclusion and 
acceptance in the world around them. 

dr. jillian roberts has been working with children for more than twenty years, first 
as a primary school teacher, then as a child psychologist and an associate professor 
of educational psychology at the University of Victoria. She lives in Victoria, British 
Columbia. For more information, visit drjillianroberts.com. Follow her on Twitter  
@DrJillRoberts.

jane heinrichs is a children’s book writer and illustrator. She starts her day at a clear desk 
with her huge sketchbook (for books) and her tiny sketchbook (for daily drawings) but 
usually ends up sitting on the floor, surrounded by a collection of paints, pencils and papers. 
Jane lives in the uk with her family. For more information, visit janeheinrichs.com.

keywords: racism, ableism, sexism, diversity, inclusion, bullying, inquiry-based, 
discrimination

also by 
dr. jillian roberts

On Our Street:  
Our First Talk About Poverty
9781459816176 · $19.95 hc

ages 6–8

NONFICTION PICTURE BOOKS | AGES 6–8 

“A useful starting point for 
conversations about an 
important topic.”
—Booklist 
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9781459823082 read-along epub
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world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Extensive ARC distribution, 
including  NetGalley

• Blog and social media 
promotion

• More information available at 
worldaroundusseries.com

On the Internet: 
Our First Talk About Online Safety

Dr. Jillian Roberts  •  Illustrations by Jane Heinrichs

An introductory look at how to keep children safe online.

On the Internet: Our First Talk About Online Safety introduces children to the basics 
of online safety in a story-based, conversational style. Using real-world examples set 

within the context of a child who is using the Internet for the first time and watching 
an older sibling interact with social media, Dr. Roberts takes readers through several 
common scenarios around parental supervision, online bullying and anonymity. She also 
includes examples of people who use the Internet to make the world a better place. 
On the Internet addresses common safety concerns in a child-centered way and offers 
easy-to-understand rationales as to why it’s important to maintain boundaries online 
just as in real life.

The World Around Us series introduces children to complex cultural, social and 
environmental issues that they may encounter outside their homes, in an accessible 
way. Sidebars offer further reading for older children or care providers who have bigger  
questions. For younger children just starting to make these observations, the simple  
question-and-answer format of the main text will provide a foundation of knowledge on 
the subject matter.

dr. jillian roberts has been working with children for more than twenty years, first 
as a primary school teacher, then as a child psychologist and an associate professor 
of educational psychology at the University of Victoria. She lives in Victoria, British 
Columbia. For more information, visit drjillianroberts.com. Follow her on Twitter  
@DrJillRoberts.

jane heinrichs is a children’s book writer and illustrator. She starts her day at a clear desk 
with her huge sketchbook (for books) and her tiny sketchbook (for daily drawings) but 
usually ends up sitting on the floor, surrounded by a collection of paints, pencils and papers. 
Jane lives in the uk with her family. For more information, visit janeheinrichs.com.

keywords: Internet safety, early conversations, online awareness, digital citizenship, 
technology, online bullying 

also by 
dr. jillian roberts

On the News:
Our First Talk About Tragedy
9781459817845 · $19.95 hc

ages 6–8

see page 80 for  
more picture books 

AGES 6–8 | NONFICTION PICTURE BOOKS

“An accessible, honest 
conversation starter that 
is a must-have purchase 
for all school and public 
library collections. Highly 
Recommended.”
—CM Magazine
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9781459819924
$29.95 jacketed hc

10.75 x 10 · 40 pages

9781459819948 pdf

9781459819931 epub

ages 3–5

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Extensive ARC distribution, 
including NetGalley

• Blog and social media 
promotion

see page 80 for  
more picture books 

AGES 3–5 | NONFICTION PICTURE BOOKS

Robert Bateman:  
The Boy Who Painted Nature

Artwork by Robert Bateman  •  Text by Margriet Ruurs
The story of a young boy who has a gift  

for seeing the natural world around him. 

Celebrated artist Robert Bateman is renowned internationally for bringing the natural 
  world to life on the canvas. A naturalist and painter from his youth, Robert has 

for decades used his recognition to shed light on environmental issues and advocate for 
animal welfare.

Robert Bateman: The Boy Who Painted Nature is the story of how a young child 
achieved his dream of painting the world around him and became one of Canada’s most 
famous artists. 

Using Robert’s own personal photographs, sketches and artwork, author Margriet 
Ruurs weaves a simple story of inspiration and encouragement. A story to motivate all 
the budding artists and naturalists in your life, with proceeds benefiting The Bateman 
Foundation. 

robert bateman, a naturalist and painter, was born in Toronto, Ontario, in 1930. 
Fascinated by the natural world as a child, inspired by the Group of Seven and encouraged 
by his parents, Robert developed a painting style that has been internationally lauded, 
and his work has been exhibited around the world. As an artist, an art and geography 
teacher and an advocate, Robert has used his renown to promote environmental 
causes, and in 1999 the Audubon Society named him one of the top 100 environmental 
proponents of the twentieth century. Robert was made an Officer of the Order of Canada 
in 1984 and a Member of the Order of British Columbia in 2001. He lives on Salt Spring 
Island, British Columbia. For more information, visit robertbateman.ca. 

margriet ruurs is the author of many award-winning books for children. She enjoys 
speaking about reading and writing to students at schools around the world. Her adven-
tures have taken her to Myanmar, Pakistan, Laos, Tanzania and many other countries. 
Margriet was born in the Netherlands but has been a Canadian for most of her life. She 
lives with her family on Salt Spring Island, British Columbia. For more information, visit 
margrietruurs.com.

keywords: natural world, environmental stewardship, growth mindset, STEM, painting

also by 
margriet ruurs

Stepping Stones:
A Refugee Family’s Journey
9781459814905 · $20.00 hc

ages 4–8

“An astonishing book 
that allows the humanity 
of refugees to speak louder 
than politics.”
—Kirkus Reviews, starred review

Early  
Release
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ages 6–8

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Digital and print ARCs 
available

• Blog and social media 
promotion

 
you may also like

The Great Googlini
9781459817036 · $6.95 pb 
ages 6–8

Bus to the Badlands
9781459816701 · $6.95 pb 
ages 6–8

ORCA ECHOES | AGES 6–8

Badir and the Beaver
Shannon Stewart  •  Illustrated by Sabrina Gendron

Badir, a new Canadian, thinks he  
has discovered a very, very large rat.

It’s Ramadan, a time to focus on good deeds and to fast, and Badir and his brother, 
Anis, are out for a walk one evening while they wait for their iftar meal. In the park 

Badir sees a rat. A very, very large rat. He soon learns it’s actually a beaver, an animal 
that doesn’t live in Tunisia, the country Badir and his family have emigrated from. It 
turns out that some of the neighbors who enjoy the park think this beaver is a bit of 
a pest, but Badir thinks it’s wonderful and learns everything he can about the iconic 
Canadian animal. When a petition is started to remove the beaver, Badir, who knows 
firsthand how difficult it is to leave your home behind, rallies his classmates to save it. 
And with a little help from new friends, the kids learn that collaboration and faith can 
change the way we think about the world. 

shannon stewart teaches in a francophone school in Vancouver, British Columbia, 
where she has had the opportunity to meet and learn from students from all over 
the world. She is the author of Sea Crow, Alphabad: An Alphabet Book for Wicked 
Children! and Captain Jake. She holds an mfa in creative writing from the University 
of British Columbia.

keywords: Ramadan, teamwork, stem, new Canadians, urban diversity, urban 
wildlife, inclusivity, Canadian animals

see page 82 for  
more orca echoes
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world rights available
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marketing and promo
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the lark ba detective series

Lark Holds the Key
9781459807273 · $6.95 pb    
ages 6–8

AGES 6–8 | ORCA ECHOES

Lark and the Dessert Disaster
Natasha Deen  •  Illustrated by Marcus Cutler
Someone is sabotaging the sweets…

Lark and Connor are judges for the annual baking contest at the community center.  
 When they arrive, they discover that someone has destroyed a contestant’s entry. 

And not just any contestant’s entry—Sophie’s! Sophie is Lark’s best friend (she just 
doesn’t know it yet). The twin sleuths can’t simply roll with it. To save the contest they’ll 
have to take a whisk risk and start investigating the other contestants. With the timer 
ticking, Lark and Connor have to find the culprit before someone actually takes the cake.

Lark and the Dessert Disaster is the fourth title in the Lark Ba Detective series, 
following Lark Holds the Key, Lark and the Diamond Caper and Lark Takes a Bow.

Award-winning author natasha deen loves stories: exciting ones, scary ones and, 
especially, funny ones! As a kid of two countries (Guyana and Canada), she feels 
especially lucky because she gets a double dose of stories. When she’s not working on 
her books or visiting schools, she spends a lot of time trying to convince her dogs and 
cats that she’s the boss of the house. For more information, visit natashadeen.com and 
follow her on Twitter @natasha_deen and Instagram @natasha_deen.

keywords: mystery, detective, siblings, dyslexia, baking contest
Lark and the Diamond Caper
9781459814004 · $6.95 pb       
ages 6–8

Lark Takes a Bow
9781459817159 · $6.95 pb        
ages 6–8

“Lark’s sparkly presence on the chapter-book shelves will be welcomed by many.”
—Kirkus Reviews
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Princess Angelica,  
Part-Time Lion Trainer

Monique Polak  •  Illustrated by Jane Heinrichs

When a lion is on the loose, fake  
lion trainer Jelly has to get real. 

Our favorite pretend princess, Angelica, aka Jelly, is back! A case of mistaken iden-
tity, a wild imagination and a love of storytelling leads Jelly to tell  her friend Joon 

and the new kid she’s just met, Leo, that she’s a part-time lion trainer at the local animal 
rescue center. Her inventiveness has them completely convinced, but things get a bit 
more complicated when the resident lioness, Mwezi, escapes from her enclosure and the 
kids look to Jelly’s “expertise” to save the day.

monique polak is the author of more than twenty books for young people. Her historical 
novel What World is Left won the 2009 Quebec Writers’ Federation Prize for Children’s 
and Young Adult Literature. Long ago, when she went to sleepaway camp, Monique told 
her bunkmates she was a princess. They believed her, and now she gets paid to make 
up stories. When she’s not writing award-winning books, Monique teaches English and 
humanities at Marianopolis College in Montreal, Quebec. For more information, visit 
moniquepolak.com.

keywords: big cat rescue center, storytelling, imagination, make believe, humor, 
mistaken identity

“A great chapter book that 
children will relate to.”
—Resource Links

“An enjoyable read with 
a strong message and 
relatable characters. 
Recommended.”
—CM Magazine 
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AGES 6–8 | ORCA ECHOES

Beatrice More  
and the Perfect Party

Alison Hughes  •  Illustrated by Helen Flook

Is a perfect party even possible?

Hyperorganized perfectionist Beatrice More is determined to plan a spectacularly 
professional birthday party for her little sister, Sophie. But she is foiled at every turn: 

her mother insists on making a homemade cake (disaster!), her father offers up discount 
mismatched decorations (debacle!), guests are hard to find in their new neighborhood 
(dire!), and no gift seems remotely special enough (defeated!). Will Beatrice’s organiza-
tional skills be enough to turn this party around, or will she need a little help from her 
friends and maybe even from Sophie herself?

alison hughes writes for children of all ages. Her books have been nominated for many 
awards, including the Governor General’s Literary Award. She shares her love of writing 
by giving lively presentations and workshops at schools and young-author conferences. 
She lives in Edmonton, Alberta, with her family, where her three snoring dogs provide 
the soundtrack for her writing. For more information, visit alisonhughesbooks.com.

keywords: birthdays, siblings, perfectionism, list making, family

“An amusing tale.”
—Kirkus Reviews
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The Vegetable Museum
Michelle Mulder

Chloë doesn’t just have to eat her  
vegetables…she has to save them too.

Thirteen-year-old Chloë left her whole life back in Montreal, including her mom 
and her best friend. Now she’s stuck in Victoria with her dad and her estranged 

grandfather, Uli, who recently had a stroke. When Chloë agrees to help Uli look after 
his garden, she’s determined to find out why he and her dad didn’t speak to each other 
for years.

For decades Uli has collected seeds from people in the community, distinct varieties 
that have been handed down through generations. The result is a garden full of unusual 
and endangered produce, from pink broccoli to blue kale to purple potatoes.

But Chloë learns that the garden will soon be destroyed to make way for a new 
apartment complex. And the seed collection is missing! Chloë must somehow find a way 
to save her grandfather’s legacy.

michelle mulder is the award-winning author of many books for children, including 
several titles in the Orca Footprints series and the middle-grade novels After Peaches, 
Out of the Box and Not a Chance. When not writing, Michelle can be found riding 
her bicycle, gardening or wandering along the beach near her home in Victoria, British 
Columbia, where she lives with her husband and daughter. For more information, visit 
michellemulder.com.
keywords: gardening, divorce, family secrets, family history, family stories, personal 
growth, guerilla gardening, seeds
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AGES 9–12 | MIDDLE READER FICTION

Eight Times Up
John Corr

There is no such thing as perfect.

Ever since his mom left, Riley has been a mess. He feels nervous all the time. His heart 
pounds, his neck is tight, and he can’t seem to turn off his brain. His dad signs him 

up for aikido, hoping it will help. 
In the dojo, Riley meets boys who are much rougher than he is and a girl who is 

tougher than all the rest of them put together. For Wafaa, aikido is not her first choice. 
She was disqualified from competing in judo for wearing a hijab. From the first time she 
steps on the mat, it’s clear she is far more skilled than anyone expected. 

Through the teachings of their sensei, Riley and his classmates come to understand 
that aikido is not about winning or losing or about being perfect. Sensei shows them how 
to tap into their inner strength and find their place in the universe. 

john corr has been thrown, pinned, twisted and turned enough times to earn a third- 
degree black belt in Yoshinkan Aikido. He also has a PhD in English from McMaster 
University. He lives in Hamilton, Ontario, with his wife and three sons. Eight Times Up 
is his first novel. 

keywords: martial arts, mental health, gender roles, racism, mindfulness, aikido
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Billy Stuart in the Minotaur’s Lair
Alain M. Bergeron  •  Illustrated by Sampar  •  Translated by Sophie B. Watson

Will the Minotaur find Billy Stuart and  
the Zintrepids before they find Grandpa? 

Billy Stuart, the young raccoon leader of the Zintrepids Scout troop, aspires to be 
just like his grandfather, a globe-trotting adventurer who knows no fear. After 

accidentally traveling through time in pursuit of Grandpa, Billy and friends find 
themselves on the island of Crete, snout to snout with King Minos’s Minotaur.  It’s a 
formidable challenge; Billy and his buddies have to escape the Minotaur, the labyrinth 
and King Minos’s wrath and maybe, just maybe, find their way home!

Brightly illustrated and enhanced with games and puzzles, this sequel to Billy Stuart 
and the Zintrepids is sure to amuse readers of all ages.

A prolific author, alain m. bergeron has written over 250 children’s books. In 1996 he 
collaborated with Quebecois artist Sampar to create the Zintrepids, a colorful cast of 
Scouts. Alain devotes himself exclusively to writing and leading school workshops, and 
his inexhaustible imagination has made him a fixture in children’s literature and garnered 
many awards and accolades. Alain lives in Victoriaville, Quebec. 

Multitalented, self-taught illustrator and cartoonist samuel parent, better known by the 
pen name sampar, possesses a lively imagination that draws viewers into worlds that are 
moving, wacky and sometimes even mythical. His career as an illustrator hit its stride 
at the humor magazine Safarir, earning him widespread acclaim in Quebec, the United 
States and Australia. Sampar lives in Victoriaville, Quebec.

keywords: graphic novel, adventure, Scouts, mythology, time travel, Minotaur

“Simple vocabulary, ample 
leading, and supporting 
spot illustrations make this 
a good transitional chapter 
book…An interesting 
series opener.”
—Kirkus Reviews
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Tank & Fizz
The Case of the Tentacle Terror

Liam O’Donnell  •  Illustrated by Mike Deas

Who is stealing ships from Fang Harbor?

When valuable cargo ships vanish from Rockfall Mountain’s busiest port, crime-fighting 
goblin detective Fizz Marlow and his troll sleuthing partner, Tank Wrenchlin, know 

Dectective Hordish is going to need their help (whether he wants it or not). But it’s Tank’s 
mom, the harbor master who is really feeling the heat. It’s her responsibility to keep the 
harbor safe, and the lost ships quickly cost her her job.

Determined to help, Tank, Fizz and their wizard pal, Aleetha, dive into this new 
mystery, only to get tangled up with a terror from below that takes the detectives far from 
home and puts them snout-to-snout with a band of vicious kobold pirates. 

The Case of the Tentacle Terror is the fifth book in the Tank & Fizz series about two 
crime-solving monsters living under a mountain.

liam o’donnell is an author and educator who has created over forty books and 
graphic novels for young readers, including the Max Finder Mystery, Graphic Guide 
Adventures, West Meadows Detectives series. He studied media at Ryerson University 
and has worked on film sets in Canada, Ireland and the United Kingdom. Liam lives 
in London, Ontario. For more information, visit liamodonnell.com or follow him on 
Twitter @liamodonnell.

mike deas is an author/illustrator of graphic novels, including Dalen and Gole and the 
Graphic Guide Adventure series. While he grew up with a love of illustrative storytelling, 
Capilano College’s Commercial Animation Program helped Mike fine-tune his drawing skills 
and imagination. Mike and his wife, Nancy, live on Salt Spring Island, British Columbia.  
For more information, visit deasillustration.com or follow him on Twitter @deasillos.

keywords: goblins, trolls, mystery, hybrid graphic novel, detectives

Tank & Fizz: The Case of the 
Slime Stampede
9781459808102 · $9.95 pb

Tank & Fizz: The Case of the 
Battling Bots
9781459808133 · $9.95 pb

Tank & Fizz: The Case of the 
Missing Mage
9781459812581 · $9.95 pb

Tank & Fizz: The Case of 
Firebane’s Folly
9781459812611 · $9.95 pb

“High-energy hijinks in a 
multicultural, or at least 
multispecies, setting.” 
—Kirkus Reviews 
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"Accessible, interesting,  

and relevant."
—CM Magazine

  33All Graphic Novels are available as ebooks.
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Amber Fang: Hunted
Arthur Slade

Amber has a thirst for knowledge. And blood.

Amber Tyrell enjoys life’s simple pleasures. A perfect evening for her includes a good 
  book, a glass of wine and, of course, a great meal, preferably straight from the 

jugular.
Raised to eat ethically, Amber dines only on delicious cold-blooded killers. But 

confirming that her chosen victims deserve to die takes time. And patience. So it’s a good 
thing Amber is studying to be a librarian. Her extraordinary research skills help her hunt 
down her prey, seek out other vampires and stay on the trail of her mother, who has been 
missing for over two years now. 

But one day while Amber is stalking a rather tasty-looking murderer, things go 
horribly wrong. Amber has walked into a trap. The hunter becomes the hunted.

Now on the run, Amber receives the perfect job offer out of the blue. Someone wants 
to pay her to kill (and eat) the world’s worst criminals. 

It sounds too good to be true.
Amber Fang: Hunted is the first book in this exciting new vampire series. 

arthur slade is a Governor General’s Award–winning author of many novels for young 
readers, including the graphic novel Modo: Ember’s End, which is based on characters 
from The Hunchback Assignments trilogy, and Death by Airship in the Orca Currents 
collection. Raised on a ranch in the Cypress Hills of Saskatchewan, Arthur now makes 
his home in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. For more information, visit arthurslade.com.

keywords: murder, fantasy, mystery, organized crime, espionage, vampires, vigilante, 
adventure 
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Modo: Ember’s End
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The Unquiet Past
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YA FICTION | AGES 12+

“Arthur Slade’s trademark humor imbues this book about a plucky  
vampire librarian; it’s a romp of a read…I had so much fun reading this!” 

—Susan Nielsen, author of We Are All Made of Molecules and Optimists Die First
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AGES 12+ | YA FICTION

Trail of Crumbs
Lisa J. Lawrence

It’s hard to have hope when you’re standing in a valley of broken glass.

After moving into a dank and drafty basement suite in West Edmonton with her truck- 
 driving father, nasty stepmother and taciturn twin brother, Ash, seventeen-year-old 

Greta doesn’t have high expectations for her last year of high school. When she blacks 
out at a party and is told the next day that she’s had sex, she thinks things can’t get any 
worse. She’s wrong. 

While Greta deals with the confusion and shame of that night, her stepmother and 
father choose that moment to disappear, abandoning Ash and Greta to the mercy of their 
peculiar landlord, Elgin, who lives upstairs. Even as Greta struggles to make sense of 
what happened to her, she finds herself enjoying her new and very eccentric family, who 
provide the shelter and support that has long been absent from her life. Much to Greta’s 
surprise, she realizes there is still kindness in the world—and hope. 

lisa j. lawrence grew up as a free-range kid in small towns in British Columbia and 
Alberta. She could often be found in the library during summer vacations or hammering 
away at an old typewriter. She graduated from the University of Alberta with a ba in 
Romance Languages, an ma in Italian Studies and a bed in Secondary Education. She 
currently works as a writer and Spanish teacher in Edmonton, Alberta, where she lives 
with her husband and three children. 

Her first novel, Rodent, was nominated for a White Pine Award (Ontario Library 
Association) and a Willow Award (Saskatchewan Young Readers’ Choice), long-listed 
for an Alberta Readers’ Choice Award and the Kirkus Prize and was a finalist for the 
Georges Bugnet Award for Fiction.

keywords: rape, shame, abandonment, twins, family, consent, #metoo, siblings, chosen 
family

“Hard realism with  
a heart.”
—Kirkus Reviews, starred review
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—Publishers Weekly 
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—Kirkus Reviews, 
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“Excellent.”
—Dr. Kathy Kortes-Miller 
author of Talking About 

Death Won’t Kill You

“Enthralling.”
—Kirkus Reviews
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“Beautiful.”
—Booklist
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—Booklist
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AGES 9–12 | MIDDLE READER NONFICTION

How to Become an Accidental Genius
Elizabeth MacLeod and Frieda Wishinsky  •  Illustrated by Jenn Playford

You never know! One day you, too,  
may become an accidental genius!

Don’t be afraid to try! Make connections! Be persistent! Ask questions and never take 
no for an answer! Learn the secrets and amazing stories of successful inventors!
How to Become an Accidental Genius is full of inspiring tales of famous and lesser- 

known inventors who have changed the world, from George Washington Carver, Mary 
Anderson (inventor of the windshield wiper) and inventor and actress Hedy Lamarr to 
Frank Epperson (of Popsicle fame) and Mary Sherman Morgan (The Woman Who Saved 
the U.S. Space Race). Readers will be amazed at the inventiveness of these geniuses. 
The book focuses on inventors from North America but includes stories from around 
the world. Organized into eleven chapters that highlight the qualities inventors have in 
common, the book also features profiles of inventive kids and teenagers.

Biographies, picture books, cookbooks—elizabeth macleod has written them all and 
more. She has won many awards for her writing, including the Norma Fleck Award for 
Canadian Children’s Nonfiction, as well as Children’s Choice awards across Canada. 
With a university degree in biology, Elizabeth has a special interest in science and inven-
tors. She lives in Toronto, Ontario. 

frieda wishinsky is the award-winning author of over seventy books. She writes picture 
books, chapter books, novels and nonfiction. Frieda loves humor, travel, gardens, and sharing 
the writing process. For more information, visit friedawishinsky.com.

keywords: inventions, inventors, innovators, science, curiosity, tenacity
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Can Your Smartphone 
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“A surprisingly radical book which encourages  
kids to question why we live the way that we do,  

and empowers them to make a difference!” 
—Resource Links for Pocket Change

New!
Orca Footprints Teacher Guide

9781459822207 • $29.95 pb

A comprehensive guide and an  
inquiry-based unit plan using the 
Orca Footprints in the classroom.  

For more information, see page 69.
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AGES 9–12 | ORCA FOOTPRINTS

Home Sweet Neighborhood
Transforming Cities One Block at a Time

Michelle Mulder

Wherever you live, you’ve got everything  
you need to create a strong community.

P icture a busy avenue. Now plant trees along the boulevard, paint a mural by the 
empty lot, and add a community garden. Set up benches along the sidewalks and 

make space for kids’ chalk drawings, and you’ve set the scene for a thriving community. 
Placemaking—personalizing public and semi-private spaces like front yards—is a 
growing trend in cities and suburbs around the world, drawing people out of their homes 
and into conversation with one another. 

Kids are natural placemakers, building tree forts, drawing on sidewalks and setting 
up lemonade stands, but people of all ages can enjoy creative placemaking activities. 
From Dutch families who drag couches and tables onto sidewalks for outdoor suppers to 
Canadians who build little lending libraries to share books with neighbors, people can do 
things that make life more fun and strengthen neighborhoods. Home Sweet Neighborhood 
combines upbeat text, fun facts and colorful photos to intrigue and inspire readers.

When not writing, michelle mulder can be found riding her bicycle, growing food, 
reading and wandering along the beach near her home in Victoria, British Columbia. She 
is the founding author of and has written six other titles in the Footprints series—Pedal It!, 
Brilliant!, Every Last Drop, Trash Talk, Pocket Change and Going Wild. Michelle has also 
written the novels The Vegetable Museum, Not a Chance, Out of the Box, After Peaches and 
several other books for young people. For more information, visit michellemulder.com.

keywords: placemaking, community, neighborhood, creativity, inclusion, diversity
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9781459809666 · $19.95 hc

ages 9–12
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Social Activist 
Global CitizenErinne

Paisley

@ErinneP 

@erinnepaisley

Follow Erinne 
on social media

“Fun,  
creative, and 

effective.”
—Publishers Weekly

“Plenty of 
inspiration 

here.”
— Kirkus Reviews

“Engaging. 
Highly  

Recommended.”
—CM Magazine

YA NONFICTION | AGES 12+

9781459813090 pb9781459813069 pb9781459813038 pb

40     orcabook.com 

“A quick,  
attractive  

read."
—Booklist

“A how-to 
for getting 

your socially 
conscious voice 
heard online.”

—Quill & Quire

“A fabulous 
addition to 
nonfiction 

collections.”
—School Library Journal

“A good  
jumping-off point 

for budding feminists 
searching for an 
upbeat place to  
start. Idealistic  
and hopeful.”

—Kirkus Reviews
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what is the orca issues series?

A couple of years ago I realized there was a need for 
books that would help teens—and their teachers and 
parents—use critical thinking skills to grapple with 
subjects that can be hard to understand and even 
harder to discuss. The books would need to be written 
with the same kind of passion and engagement as 
our other nonfiction titles, and they would have to be 
unflinching in their approach to subjects many people 
shy away from.  

At Orca we believe that having more information is always a good thing, 
whether you’re talking about assisted dying, reproductive rights, 
mental illness or feminism. Orca Issues are written to encourage 
teen readers to embrace social responsibility and become better  
citizens in a world that can be confusing—and sometimes frightening. Like 
our other nonfiction titles, what sets Orca Issues apart is the personal 
connection the authors have with the subject matter. These books are 
written by authors who bring commitment, purpose and sensitivity to  
subjects that are as important as they are controversial.  

Sarah Harvey 

Orca Issues series editor 

AGES 12+ |  YA NONFICTION

Upcoming topics

Fall 2019—
Assisted Dying
Mental Illness

Spring 2020—
Disabilities 
Indigenous Rights

Fall 2020—
Immigration & Refugees
Civil Disobedience

Information. Explanation.  
Illumination.

introducing the Orca issues series

see pages  
42-43

O R C A
ISSUES
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May 7, 2019
9781459818927
$19.95 pb with flaps

6 x 8.5 · 176 pages

9781459818934 pdf

9781459818941 epub

ages 12+

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Extensive ARC distribution, 
including NetGalley, 
LibraryThing Early Reviewers 
and the YALSA YA Galley 
program

• Blog and social media 
promotion

YA NONFICTION | ORCA ISSUES | AGES 12+

I Am a Feminist
Claiming the F-Word in Turbulent Times

Monique Polak  •  Illustrated by Meags Fitzgerald

Feminism is not a done deal!

What is feminism? Why does it still matter? What exactly does intersectionality mean? 
In order to answer these (and many other) questions, I Am a Feminist first examines 

the history of feminism and then addresses the issues girls and women continue to face 
today. The book also looks at the ways in which people, especially young people, are 
working together to create a world where gender equality is a reality, not a dream. The 
author shares stories about the courageous individuals who have made a difference in the 
lives of women and girls worldwide. From suffragists to the #MeToo movement, I Am a 
Feminist encourages readers to stand up and speak out for equality and justice. 

monique polak has written many books for young readers, including her historical 
novel What World is Left and her nonfiction book Passover: Festival of Freedom. 
When not writing award-winning books, Monique teaches English and humanities at 
Marianopolis College in Montreal, Quebec. She is also an active freelance journalist. She 
never studied feminism at university and says she educated herself when she was writing 
this book. She tells her readers, “Life made me a feminist.” For more information, visit  
moniquepolak.com.

keywords: feminism, inequality, activism, relationships, justice, #metoo, consent, 
misogyny, #TimesUp

also by 
monique polak

So Much It Hurts
9781459801363 · $12.95 pb

ages 12+

Passover: Festival of 
Freedom
9781459809901  · $24.95 hc

ages 9–12
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May 7, 2019
9781459817128
$19.95 pb with flaps

6 x 8.5 · 176 pages

9781459817135 pdf

9781459817142 epub

ages 12+

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Extensive ARC distribution, 
including NetGalley, 
LibraryThing Early Reviewers 
and the YALSA YA Galley 
program

• Blog and social media 
promotion

AGES 12+ | ORCA ISSUES | YA NONFICTION 

My Body My Choice
The Fight for Abortion Rights

Robin Stevenson  •  Illustrated by Meags Fitzgerald

Whenever there is oppression, there is resistance. 

Abortion is one of the most common of all medical procedures. But it is still stigmatized,  
 and all too often people do not feel they can talk about their experiences. 
Making abortion illegal or hard to access doesn’t make it any less common; it just 

makes it dangerous. Around the world, tens of thousands of women die from unsafe 
abortions every year. 

People who support abortion rights have been fighting hard to create a world in 
which the right to access safe and legal abortion services is guaranteed. The opposition 
to this has been intense and sometimes violent, and victories have been hard won. 

The long fight for abortion rights is being picked up by a new generation of coura-
geous, creative and passionate activists. This book is about the history, and the future, 
of that fight.

robin stevenson is the author of Pride: Celebrating Diversity & Community, which 
won a Stonewall Honor and was shortlisted for numerous other awards. She has also 
written twenty novels for kids and teens. When she was a social worker, she worked in a 
clinic that provided a range of services, including abortions. As a result, she feels strongly 
about the importance of reproductive choice as a human right. Robin lives in Victoria, 
British Columbia, with her partner and their son. For more information, visit robinste-
venson.com.

keywords: abortion rights, feminism, activism, marginalization, justice, pro-choice, 
reproductive rights

also by 
robin stevenson

Pride: Celebrating Diversity 
& Community
9781459809932 
$24.95 pb with flaps

ages 9–13

“Will be welcomed by 
readers searching for  
guidance and hope.”
—Kirkus Reviews
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SHORT, HIGH-INTEREST NOVELS   
FOR MIDDLE-SCHOOL READERS
• Reading levels from grade 2.0 to 5.0
• 112–144 pages each
• Accelerated Reader selections
• Lexile levels available
• Free individual teacher guides online
• See page 46

HIGH-INTEREST SPORTS ACTION STORIES
• Reading levels from grade 2.0 to 4.5
• 144–192 pages each
• Accelerated Reader selections
• Lexile levels available
• Free individual teacher guides online
• See page 54

Like any bestseller, every Orca novel for reluctant readers begins its 
life as a creative spark in a talented writer. Our editors work closely 
with writers, mindful not only of meeting the technical requirements 
of the reluctant-reader audience, but also the need for a good story, 
well told. And readers recognize this. They may not realize what 
they are responding to, but we have seen time and time again that 
reluctant readers return to the shelf for Orca stories. 

WHAT MAKES 
 ORCA’S 

 HI-LO DIFFERENT?

“Bravo to the authors and  
publishers of these books— 

every kid deserves the right to 
read a good book regardless  

of their reading abilities.”

—Canadian Children’s Book News

 The
Best Books  

for Your Reluctant Readers

ages 
9–12

ages 
9-12

“A fast-paced story…Well worth  
the read. Recommended.”

—CM Magazine for Running Behind

“The fully developed characters  
and story line packs a punch.”

—School Library Journal for Running on Empty

44     orcabook.com 
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CONTEMPORARY, COMPELLING  
STORIES FOR TEENS
• Reading levels from grade 2.0 to 4.5
• 112–168 pages each
• Accelerated Reader selections
• Lexile levels available
• Free individual teacher guides online
• See page 58

ENGAGING, SHORT NOVELS  FOR  
ADULTS AND MATURE TEENS
• Reading levels from grade 2.0 to 6.0
• 128–168 pages each
• Accelerated Reader selections
• Lexile levels available
• Free reading guides online
• See page 64

COMPELLING NOVELS ABOUT  
THE PERFORMING ARTS
• Reading levels from grade 3.5 to 6.5
• 128–168 pages each
• Accelerated Reader selections
• Lexile levels available
• See page 52

ages  9–12

ages 
12+

ages 
16+

“Florence effortlessly creates a very real and loving  
biracial family for her thoroughly modern protagonist. 
John’s fast-paced tale twines universal teen concerns  

with specific cultural issues.”
—Kirkus Reviews for He Who Dreams

“A page turner and will keep readers engaged  
and curious. Highly Recommended.”

—CM Magazine for Shark

 “Orca’s ‘Rapid Reads’ brings readers titles by best-selling 
authors, books that are intended for a diverse audience, 

including EAL students and reluctant readers. With 
contemporary settings, strong characters and a plot-driven 

story, Jumped In is a superb example of the novella.”
—CM Magazine for Jumped In

orcabook.com     45
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Room 555
Cristy Watson

It’s hard for Roonie to see her grandmother like this.

Fourteen-year-old Roonie loves hip-hop almost as much as 
she loves her grandmother. She cannot wait to compete 

in her school’s dance competition. But as her grandmother’s 
health deteriorates, Roonie becomes more and more reluc-
tant to visit her in the care home. These feelings of guilt and 
frustration cause Roonie to mess things up with her hip-hop 
dance partner and best friend, Kira. But while doing some 
volunteer hours in the hospital geriatric ward, Roonie meets 
an active senior recovering from a bad fall. Their shared 
love of dance and the woman’s zest for life help Roonie face 
her fears, make amends with Kira and reconnect with Gram 
before it’s too late.

cristy watson teaches elementary and middle school. 
She loves hiking in the mountains and walking along the 
beach, two things she is able to do easily where she lives 
in Surrey, British Columbia. For more information, visit  
cristywatsonauthor.wordpress.com.

keywords: multigenerational families, aging, facing your 
fears, friendship, caring for the elderly 

Tick Tock Terror
Melanie Jackson

Whatever you do, don’t look down.

Conor loves to climb. So when the crusty old manager of 
a thrill ride based on Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Pit and the 

Pendulum” challenges Conor to scale the ride in the dark 
of night and hide a package at the top, he foolishly accepts. 
But it isn’t long before he realizes that he is now involved in 
something far more dangerous. What is in the package, and 
what does it have to do with Edgar Allan Poe? And why is 
the town bully so terrified of the old man? The more Conor 
learns, the deeper in trouble he gets. 

melanie jackson is the author of several Orca Currents titles, 
including Medusa’s Scream, The Big Dip and Fast Slide. When 
not writing thrilling tales, she works as a business writer and 
editor. She lives in Vancouver, British Columbia. For more 
information, visit melaniejacksonblog.wordpress.com.

keywords: mystery, theft, bullying, secrets, facing your fears

January 29, 2019
9781459820586
$9.95 pb

4.25 x 7 · 128 pages

9781459820593 pdf
9781459820609 epub
ages 9–12 · rl 3.9

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Digital and print ARCs 
available

January 29, 2019
9781459819559
$9.95 pb

4.25 x 7 · 144 pages

9781459819566 pdf

9781459819573 epub

ages 9–12 · rl 2.9

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Digital and print ARCs 
available
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January 29, 2019
9781459818705
$9.95 pb

4.25 x 7 · 128 pages

9781459818712 pdf

9781459818729 epub

ages 9–12 · rl 2.9

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Digital and print ARCs 
available

January 29, 2019
9781459819733
$9.95 pb

4.25 x 7 · 144 pages

9781459819757 pdf

9781459819740 epub

ages 9–12 · rl 3.8

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Digital and print ARCs 
available

Death by Airship
Arthur Slade

Dead men tell no tales.

Prince Conn will never be king. And that’s just fine with 
him. He’s ninth in line for the pirate throne and is quite 

happy to sail the skies in his airship with his crew of cheery 
misfits, plundering as they go. But one by one his siblings 
are being murdered, in tragic fires, violent cannon attacks or 
mysterious poisonings. Soon all fingers are pointing toward 
Conn as the mastermind. To prove his innocence, Conn must 
make his way to Skull Island, navigating his airship through 
a gauntlet of villains, explosions and betrayals. Can he reach 
his father’s kingdom before it’s too late? Or will he suffer the 
same fate as the rest of his family?

arthur slade is a Governor General’s Literary Award–
winning author of many novels for young readers, including 
the graphic novel Modo: Ember’s End, which is based on 
characters from The Hunchback Assignments trilogy. Raised 
on a ranch in the Cypress Hills of Saskatchewan, Arthur 
now makes his home in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. For more 
information, visit arthurslade.com.

keywords: mystery, adventure, fantasy, steampunk, humorous 
stories

Embrace the Chicken
Mahtab Narsimhan

Shivani might actually die of embarrassment.

Even though she only left Mumbai a few months ago, 
Shivani isn’t feeling like such an outsider anymore. She 

likes her new school. She finally has a best friend. But when 
her mother volunteers for the school’s annual fundraiser, 
Shivani is sure she will completely embarrass her. Especially 
if she cooks one of the “stinky” dishes that Shivani loves but 
is too ashamed to eat in front of her friends.

On the day of the fair, the moment Shivani walks into 
the gym she knows her worst fears have come true: the 
unmistakable scent of Indian spices is in the air. But then she 
sees that dozens of people are lined up at her mom’s stall. It’s 
the most popular one! 

mahtab narsimhan is the award-winning author of several 
books for young readers, including Mission Mumbai, The 
Tiffin and The Third Eye, which won the Silver Birch Award. 
Mahtab lives in Vancouver, British Columbia, with her 
husband, son and golden retriever. For more information, 
visit mahtabnarsimhan.com.

keywords: acceptance, cultural differences, community, 
mothers and daughters, being proud of your heritage
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Orca Currents are aimed at students in grades 5 to 8 who are reading a few 
grades below the expected level. These are appealing, fast-paced novels.

BEST BOOKS  
for your reluctant 
MIDDLE-SCHOOL READERS

Interest level: ages 9–12 
Fry reading level:  
grades 2.0–5.0
Prices: $9.95 pb
Pages: 128–168

2018 orca currents 
essential collection

Our top 25  
bestselling books
Order #: 2200
ISBN: 9781459822900
Retail: $248.75

Available until  
August 1, 2019

orca currents  
collection

orca currents  
collection

2018 Orca Currents Essential Collection 

121 Express 9781551439761
Branded 9781554692675
Camp Wild 9781551433615
Chat Room 9781551434858
Cheat 9781554692743
Crossbow 9781551438412
Daredevil Club 9781551436142
Dog Walker 9781551435220
Flower Power 9781551433868
Hypnotized 9781551437057
In a Flash 9781554690343
Laggan Lard Butts 9781551435183
Marked 9781551439921

Mirror Image 9781551436654
Pigboy 9781551436432
Queen of the  
   Toilet Bowl 9781551433646
Rebel’s Tag 9781551437408
See No Evil 9781551436197
Sewer Rats 9781551434889
Skate Freak 9781554690428
Special Edward 9781554690923
Spoiled Rotten 9781551434742
Sudden Impact 9781551434766
Swiped 9781551436463
Wired 9781551434780

2018 orca currents new 
titles collection

The 6 books  
released in 2018
Order #: 2192
ISBN: 9781459822894
Retail: $59.70

Available until  
August 1, 2019

2018 Orca Currents New Titles 

Winter Road
9781459815506  
rl 4.2

Shadow
9781459816442  
rl 3.6

In the Buff
9781459818828
rl 3.1

Running  
Behind
9781459817982
rl 2.9

Unity Club
9781459817241
rl 4.3

Wildfire
9781459818101
rl 3.8
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Orca Currents are aimed at students in grades 5 to 8 who are reading a few 
grades below the expected level. These are appealing, fast-paced novels.

2018 orca ell grades 5–8  
collection

37 books
Order #: 2130
ISBN: 9781459815339
Retail: $368.15

Available until  
August 1, 2019

A mix of less edgy Orca 
Currents and Orca Sports 
aimed at middle-school 
English-language learners. 
High-interest stories with 
reading levels under grade 4.5.

2018 Orca ELL Grades 5-8 Collection 

2018 Orca Currents & Soundings French Collection 

121 Express
Ace’s Basement
Agent Angus
The Big Apple Effect
The Big Dip
Bio-pirate
Branded
Camp Wild
Centerville
Chat Room
Cobra Strike
Crossover
Dog Walker

FaceSpace
Hold the Pickles
Hypnotized
In a Flash
Jumper
Junkyard Dog
Kicker
Manga Touch
Maverick Mania
Mirror Image
Nine Doors
Out of Season
Paralyzed

Pigboy
Power Chord
Reckless
Sidetracked
Skate Freak
Struck
Sudden Impact
Topspin
Underhand
Watch Me
Windfall

À fond la planche! (Grind)
Accord de puissance (Power Chord)
Accro d’la planche (Skate Freak)
Au pas, camarade (Branded)
La cache (Stuff We All Get)
Les Casse-Cous (Daredevil Club)
Cochonnet (Pigboy)
Ed spécial (Special Edward)
L’effet manga (Manga Touch)

Frappée par la foudre (Struck)
En images (Picture This)
Marqué (Marked)
Monteur de taureau (Bull Rider)
La revanche parfaite (Perfect Revenge)
Reviens (Comeback)
La triche (Cheat)

orca ell  
collection

2018 orca french  
collection

16 books
Order #: 1749
ISBN: 9781459815292
Retail: $159.20

Available until  
August 1, 2019

Translations  
that complement  
the English editions .

orca french 
collection
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___ 121 Express rl 3.9 9781551439761 

___ Ace’s Basement  rl 3.8 9781459804371 

___ Agent Angus  rl 2.7 9781459801035

___ Alibi rl 3.8 9781459807679

___ Bad Business rl 3.1 9781459809697

___ Bear Market rl 3.8 9781554692200 

___ Benched rl 3.8 9781554694082 

___ Beyond Repair rl 2.9 9781554698165 

___ The Big Apple Effect rl 3.2 9781459807389 

___ The Big Dip rl 3.9 9781554691784 

___ Bio-pirate  rl 4.0 9781551438931 

___ Blob rl 2.9 9781554691814 

___ Bones rl 4.5 9781459806986 

___ Branded rl 4.1 9781554692675 

___ Bullies Rule rl 4.5 9781459814387

___ Bungee Jump rl 2.8 9781459812161 

___ Cabin Girl rl 3.1 9781459806498 

___ Caching In rl 2.9 9781459802322 

___ Camp Disaster rl 2.0 9781459811140 

___ Camp Wild rl 3.8 9781551433615 

___ Camped Out rl 3.8 9781459815414

___ Caught in the Act rl 3.4 9781459804968 

___ Chat Room rl 4.0 9781551434858 

___ Cheat rl 2.8 9781554692743 

___ Chick: Lister rl 2.4 9781459810006

___ Cracked rl 3.4 9781551437002

___ Crossbow rl 3.6 9781551438412 

___ Daredevil Club rl 3.9 9781551436142 

___ Death by Airship rl 2.9 9781459818705 

___ Death Drop rl 2.0 9781459811928  

___ Destination Human rl 3.1 9781459803718 

___ Disconnect rl 2.3 9781459801431 

___ Dog Walker rl 2.6 9781551435220 

___ Embrace the  
            Chicken rl 3.8 9781459819733 

___ Explore rl 3.5 9781554691197 

___ Eye Sore rl 2.0 9781459807716 

___ FaceSpace rl 2.0 9781459801509 

___ Farmed Out rl 4.0 9781554699100 

___ Fast Slide rl 3.8 9781554693429

___ Finding Elmo rl 3.9 9781551436869 

___ Flower Power rl 3.5 9781551433868 

___ Food Freak rl 4.0 9781459813397

___ Fraud Squad rl 4.1 9781554691142

___ Gold rl 4.5 9781459814813

___ Hate Mail rl 3.5 9781459807754 

___ High Wire rl 4.0 9781459802360 

___ Hold the Pickles rl 3.1 9781554699209 

___ Horse Power rl 3.5 9781551438818 

___ Hypnotized rl 3.1 9781551437057 

___ In a Flash rl 3.1 9781554690343 

___ In the Buff rl 3.1 9781459818828

___ Jungle Jitters rl 3.9 9781459813496

___ Junkyard Dog rl 3.1 9781554691555 

___ Laggan Lard Butts rl 3.5 9781551435183 

___ Leggings Revolt rl 4.8 9781459811898 

___ Living Rough rl 2.6 9781554694341 

___ Lost rl 5.0 9781459811959 

___ Manga Touch rl 4.5 9781551437460 

___ Marked rl 3.3 9781551439921 

___ Maxed Out  rl 2.0 9781554699810 

___ Medusa’s Scream rl 3.2 9781459814417

___ Mirror Image rl 2.3 9781551436654 

___ Nine Doors rl 3.2 9781554690732 

Orca  Currents Full Title List Order your own custom collection!
Cardboard display tray available.

Bolded titles are 2019 publications.
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___ On Cue rl 2.8 9781459811058 

___ Oracle rl 2.9 9781459801325 

___ Out of Season  rl 2.0 9781459800960 

___ Payback rl 4.2 9781459814691

___ Perfect Revenge rl 2.5 9781554691029 

___ Pigboy rl 2.0 9781551436432 

___ Power Chord rl 2.5 9781554699032 

___ Pyro rl 2.7 9781459802285 

___ Queen of the  
                 Toilet Bowl rl 3.6 9781551433646 

___ Quiz Queens rl 3.2 9781459813960

___ Rebel’s Tag rl 2.2 9781551437408 

___ Reckless rl 2.9 9781554692231 

___ Rise of the Zombie 
            Scarecrows rl 3.2 9781459809963

___ Room 555 rl 3.9 9781459820586

___ Running Behind rl 2.9 9781459817982

___ See No Evil rl 2.2 9781551436197 

___ Sewer Rats rl 2.7 9781551434889

___ The Shade rl 2.5 9781551439310

___ Shadow rl 3.6 9781459816442

____Shatterproof rl 2.0 9781459813618

____Siege rl 2.8 9781459807518

___ Skate Freak rl 2.9 9781554690428 

___ Slick rl 3.5 9781554693528

___ The Snowball Effect rl 4.2   9781554693702

___ Special Edward rl 3.2 9781554690923 

___ Splat! rl 4.4 9781551439860 

___ Spoiled Rotten rl 2.8 9781551434742 

___ Stolen rl 4.0 9781459803756

___ Storm Tide rl 3.4 9781554698073

___ Struck rl 3.8 9781554692118 

___ Stuff We All Get rl 2.9 9781554698202

___ Sudden Impact rl 3.3 9781551434766

___ Swiped rl 3.0 9781551436463

___ Tampered rl 3.8 9781459803565

___ Taz’s Recipe rl 2.8 9781459810358

___ Three Good Things rl 2.0 9781459809857

___ Tick Tock Terror rl 2.9 9781459819559

___ Unity Club rl 4.3 9781459817241

___ Vanish rl 3.7 9781459803497

___ Watch Me rl 3.0 9781554690398

___ Wildfire rl 3.8 9781459818101

___ Windfall rl 4.5 9781554698493 

___ Winter Road rl 4.2 9781459815506

___ Wired rl 2.9 9781551434780 

Order your own  
custom collection! 

Cardboard display  
tray available.

Bolded titles are  
2019 publications.
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you may also like

Across the Floor
9781459809208 · $9.95 pb

ages 9–12

Attitude
9781459803824 · $9.95 pb

ages 9–12

January 29, 2019
9781459820296
$9.95 pb

4.75 x 7.25 · 112 pages

9781459820302 pdf

9781459820319 epub

ages 9–12 · rl 4.1

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Digital and print ARCs 
available

ORCA LIMELIGHTS | AGES 9–12

Nova in New York
Katherine Richards

It’s the chance of a lifetime.

Seventeen-year-old Nova Abbott grew up dancing barefoot in the backyard 
with her aunt Ivy, whose dreams of becoming a professional ballerina were cut 

short by cystic fibrosis. Nova is invited to attend a prestigious ballet school’s summer 
intensive program. She is a bit overwhelmed by New York City: the bustle of people, 
the talent of the other dancers, the demands of the instructors and being separated 
from her beloved aunt, whose health is deteriorating rapidly. With a coveted appren-
ticeship up for grabs, Nova isn’t sure she’ll make it in the big leagues, and now she’s 
not even sure she wants to.

katherine richards has a ba in creative writing from the University of Victoria. She is 
currently living abroad in the town of Bath, England, while she completes her ma. She 
trained in classical ballet at the International School of Ballet for fourteen years, dancing 
in productions such as The Nutcracker, Les Sylphides and Coppélia. Nova in New York 
is her first novel. For more information, visit katherinerichards.ca.

keywords: following your dreams, death of a loved one, bravery, new experiences, 
family, ballet, big city
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AGES 9–12 | ORCA LIMELIGHTS

BEST BOOKS  
about Performing Arts

WHEN ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE!

Interest level: ages 9–12 
Fry reading level:  
grades 3.5–6.0
Prices: $9.95 pb
Pages: 128–168

Orca Limelights Full Title List

___ Across the Floor rl 3.5 9781459809208

___ At Ease rl 4.5 9781459808003

___ Attitude rl 4.5 9781459803824

___ Big Time rl 6.5 9781459804616

___ Billboard Express rl 5.5 9781459811089

___ Breaking Big rl 4.6 9781459809239

___ Casting Lily rl 5.5 9781459814509

___ Cut the Lights rl 5.5 9781459804135

___ Forcing the Ace rl 3.8 9781459806450

___ The Frail Days rl 5.2 9781459804647

___ Getting the  
                 Brush Off rl 4.4 9781459813588

___ He Who Dreams rl 4.3 9781459811027

___ High Note rl 4.5 9781459811119

___ Honeycomb rl 4.0 9781459805798

___ Hot New Thing rl 3.9 9781459804319

___ Learning the Ropes rl 6.0 9781459804524

___ Nova in New York rl 4.1 9781459820296

___ Off Pointe  rl 6.0 9781459802803

___ Offbeat rl 4.2 9781459817920

___ Pop Quiz rl 5.5 9781459812222

___ POV  rl 4.4 9781459812376

___ Raising the Stakes rl 5.6 9781459807792

___ Raw Talent rl 4.3 9781459818347

___ Rock the Boat rl 5.5 9781459804555

___ Shimmy rl 5.5 9781459807648

___ Show Mode  rl 4.5 9781459812048

___ Slip Jig Summer rl 4.3 9781459817432

___ Stepping Out  rl 4.2 9781459808959

___ Strings Attached  rl 4.2 9781459809703

___ Totally Unrelated rl 6.4 9781459804586

___ True Blue  rl 5.2 9781459815803

___ Upstaged  rl 4.5 9781459810044

___ Warm Up  rl 5.0 9781459804289

Order your own  
custom collection!

Cardboard  
display tray  
available.

Bolded title is a  
2019 publication.

Orca Limelights New Titles 2018 

Casting Lily
9781459814509  
rl 5.5

Offbeat
9781459817920  
rl 4.2

Raw Talent
9781459818347  
rl 4.3

Slip Jig  
Summer
9781459817432  
rl 4.3

True Blue
9781459815803  
rl 5.2

orca limelights
collection

2018 orca limelights  
new titles collection

The 5 books  
released in 2018
Order #: 2194
ISBN: 9781459822887
Retail: $49.75

Available until  
August 1, 2019
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January 29, 2019
9781459817180
$9.95 pb

4.25 x 7 · 152 pages

9781459817197 pdf

9781459817203 epub

ages 9–12 · rl 4.4

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Digital and print ARCs 
available

January 29, 2019
9781459818767
$9.95 pb

4.25 x 7 · 160 pages

9781459818774 pdf

9781459818781 epub

ages 9–12 · rl 3.4

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Digital and print ARCs 
available

Jammer Star
Kate Hargreaves

It’s time for the power jam!

S ixteen-year-old Robin Ellis (aka Robin CookieJars) wants 
to be the best jammer on her roller-derby team and maybe 

one day play for the Creek City Roller Derby All-Stars like 
her idol, Annie Mossity. But star junior player April Reid (aka 
April Powers) always seems to be one lap ahead. Until recently, 
that is. Robin has noticed that April has been losing a lot of 
weight, and her game is suffering. This may be Robin’s chance 
to finally grab the mvp title. But her success may come at a 
very heavy cost.

kate hargreaves (aka Pain Eyre) is a writer, roller-derby 
skater and award-winning book designer. She is the author of 
Talking Derby: Stories from a Life on Eight Wheels and Leak, a 
collection of poems. She lives in Windsor, Ontario, and helped 
found the city’s roller-derby league, the Border City Brawlers. 

keywords: body positivity, eating disorders, female empower-
ment, inclusivity, mentoring young girls

Shutout
Jeff Ross

Someone doesn’t want Alex in goal.

A lex Paterson is the number-one goalie on his high-school 
  hockey team. And he’s thrilled that his team has made 

the playoffs. But when graffiti that apparently can be traced 
back to Alex is found on the walls of the school, and a photo 
of Alex at a party with a beer in his hand starts making the 
rounds, he is suspended from the team, and his reputation as 
a good kid is put in doubt. Alex knows he’s innocent. The 
problem is, he cannot figure out who would want to frame 
him. Or why. Is it the other goalie who wants all the glory for 
himself? Or someone from a rival team looking for an advan-
tage? With everyone assuming the worst about him, it’s up 
to Alex to find out who is behind it all, not only to clear his 
name, but to save the season.

jeff ross is an award-winning author of many novels for 
young adults, including Above All Else and Dawn Patrol in 
the Orca Sports collection. He lives in Ottawa, Ontario, with 
his family and spends more time skateboarding, snowboarding 
and playing video games than is likely healthy. For more  
information, visit jeffrossbooks.com.

keywords: competition, bullying, social media, peer pressure, 
teen romance
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AGES 9–12 | ORCA SPORTS

BEST BOOKS 
for your sports fans

Orca Sports are aimed at your middle- and high-school 
reluctant readers. These are short novels with lots of action.

Interest level: ages 9–12 
Fry reading level:  
grades 3.5–4.5
Prices: $9.95 pb
Pages: 128–168

2018 orca sports  
essential collection

Our top 25  
bestselling books
Order #: 2203
ISBN: 9781459822870
Retail: $248.75

Available until  
August 1, 2019

2018 Orca Sports Essential Collection

Above All Else 9781459803886

Absolute Pressure 9781554691302

Betting Game 9781459809307

Blazer Drive 9781551437170

Centerville 9781459810310

Cobra Strike 9781551437255

Crossover 9781551439815

Dawn Patrol 9781459800625

Dead in the Water 9781551439624

Flying Feet 9781554692903

Gang Tackle 9781459812253

Hurricane Heat 9781459802131

Hurricane Power 9781551438658

Jumper 9781551436203

Kicker 9781551437064

Maverick Mania 9781554690473

Off the Rim 9781459808881

Paralyzed 9781554690596

Powerslide 9781554699148

Rebel Glory 9781551436319

Scarlet Thunder 9781551439112

Slam Dunk 9781554691326

Titan Clash 9781551437217

Two Foot Punch 9781551438764

Venom 9781554690718

orca sports
collection

orca sports
collection

2018 orca sports  
new titles collection

The 3 books  
released in 2018
Order #: 2193
ISBN: 9781459822863
Retail: $29.85

Available until  
August 1, 2019

2018 Orca Sports New Titles 

Lucky Break
9781459816411  
rl 4.4

The Mask
9781459818798  
rl 3.3

Running on  
Empty
9781459816534  
rl 3.8
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Orca Sports Full Title List

___ Above All Else rl 3.4 9781459803886

___ Absolute Pressure rl 3.2 9781554691302

___ All-Star Pride rl 3.8 9781551436357

___ Betting Game rl 2.0 9781459809307

___ Blazer Drive rl 3.8 9781551437170

___ Boarder Patrol rl 3.2 9781554692941

___ Break Point rl 3.9 9781459803527

___ Centerville rl 4.5 9781459810310

___ Chief Honor rl 3.1 9781551439150

___ Cobra Strike rl 4.0 9781551437255

___ Crossover rl 4.0 9781551439815

___ Dawn Patrol rl 3.1 9781459800625

___ Dead in the Water  rl 3.1 9781551439624

___ Deadpoint rl 4.2 9781459813526

___ The Drop rl 2.8 9781554693924

___ Edge of Flight rl 3.4 9781459801608

___ Fly Away rl 3.9 9781554693139

___ Flying Feet rl 3.8 9781554692903

___ Gang Tackle rl 2.9 9781459812253

___ Gravity Check rl 3.0 9781554693498

___ Hardball rl 4.2  9781459804418

___ Haze rl 2.9  9781459800700

___ Hitmen Triumph rl 3.2 9781551438733

___ Hurricane Heat rl 3.3 9781459802131

___ Hurricane Power rl 3.2 9781551438658

___ Jammer Star rl 4.4 9781459817180

___ Jumper rl 3.2 9781551436203

___ Kicker rl 3.8 9781551437064

___ Lucky Break rl 4.4 9781459816411

___ The Mask rl 3.3 9781459818798

___ Maverick Mania  rl 4.1 9781554690473

___ Off the Rim rl 3.1 9781459808881

___ Oil King Courage  rl 4.1 9781554691975

___ Paralyzed rl 4.0 9781554690596

___ Plunge rl 3.4 9781459814196

___ Powerslide rl 3.0 9781554699148

___ Razor’s Edge rl 3.1 9781554691678

___ Rebel Glory rl 3.0 9781551436319

___ Running on Empty rl 3.8 9781459816534

___ Scarlet Thunder rl 4.1 9781551439112

___ Shutout rl 3.4 9781459818767

___ Sidetracked rl 3.9 9781459802506

___ Slam Dunk rl 4.2 9781554691326

___ Squeeze rl 3.6 9781554693245

___ Thunderbird Spirit rl 4.0 9781554690459

___ Tiger Threat rl 2.4 9781551436395

___ Titan Clash rl 3.8 9781551437217

___ Topspin rl 4.2 9781459803855

___ Two Foot Punch rl 3.2 9781551438764

___ Underhand rl 3.8 9781459804166

___ Venom rl 3.4 9781554690718

___ Winter Hawk Star rl 3.8 9781551438696

Order your own  
custom collection! 

Bolded titles are  
2019 publications.
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“We use the Orca Soundings books in both English 
and Spanish for the English Language Learners 
at our school.  They have been a welcome and 

accessible resource for helping our students learn 
their new language. The stories are engaging and 

well written, and the kids love them. Keep them 
coming!  Thanks for a great product.” 

—Mary Pellicano, Librarian 
Tuscarora High School, Leesburg, Virginia

 "I just wanted to thank you for publishing good quality 
hi-lo novels. My students are finally reading! They love 

them! They read them faster than expected, pick them up 
in their spare time and even take them home and finish 

them in a night. They no longer groan when they are 
told to read! I appreciate the thought you have put into 
choosing authors, appropriate covers, current content 
and a variety of interests. It gives my students a sense 

of accomplishment and allows them to gain confidence. 
Even my weakest readers are reading novels!"

—Laura Braithwaite  
Greater Essex County District  

School Board Windsor, Ontario

 “The books fly off the shelves!  Not 
only do the covers appeal to the 
students, but the content is so 
appropriate to their age level!

Thank you, thank you, thank you 
both from a librarian and from the 

students themselves.”
—Carol Rachuk,   

Teacher Librarian,  
Strathroy, Ontario

“When students tell me they 
hate reading and all the 

books are boring, I take them 
to my Orca shelf. Once they 

try one Orca Soundings title, 
they want to read them all!”  

—Tori Jensen, Library Media  
Specialist, St. Paul, Minnesota

“I manage an adult literacy 
program for a non-profit.   

Many of our participants are at  
the lower middle school range.   

We love the Rapid Reads books. 
They are perfect for reluctant  

adult readers.”   
—Lisa Yeager, Kirkland, Washington  

Here’s what  

educators are saying  

about Orca Hi-Lo!
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January 29, 2019
9781459822016
$9.95 pb

4.25 x 7 · 128 pages

9781459822023 pdf

9781459822030 epub

ages 12+ · rl 3.6

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Digital and print ARCs 
available

January 29, 2019
9781459820616
$9.95 pb

4.25 x 7 · 160 pages

9781459820623 pdf

9781459820630 epub

ages 12+ · rl 3.3

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Digital and print ARCs 
available

The Bodyguard
Sean Rodman

Everyone knows Ryan is destined for greatness. 
Except Ryan.

Ryan Hale, aka Replay, is the most successful running 
  back in his high school’s history. With university scouts 

making him offers he can’t refuse, his future seems set. The 
problem is, Ryan would much rather go to film school. But 
his dad doesn’t want to hear it. His teammates sure don’t. 
He can’t afford the application fees anyway. But then a solu-
tion appears when Markus, a strange exchange student with 
outrageous stories about mobsters and hackers, offers to pay 
Ryan to be his bodyguard. Things get complicated when Ryan 
realizes the stories may be closer to the truth than anyone 
imagined.

While not a football pro by any stretch, sean rodman can 
throw a mean spiral. He is the author of several books for 
young people, including Firewall and Night Terrors in the 
Orca Soundings collection. When not writing his own books, 
Sean works with The Story Studio, a charity dedicated to 
getting kids excited about writing. He lives in Victoria, British 
Columbia. For more information, visit srodman.com.

keywords: following your dreams, fathers and sons, career 
aspirations, organized crime

The Unbroken Hearts Club
Brooke Carter

Logan wishes she could feel something. 
Anything.

Ever since her mom died of Huntington’s disease, Logan has 
been in a permanent state of neutral. Her dad has been 

depressed and lonely, but Logan is...something else. So much 
so that she doesn’t even see that her best friend, Cole, is head 
over heels in love with her. 

To make matters worse, Logan’s dad is now hosting a 
bereavement group in their basement. That was Logan’s place 
to escape; it’s where she keeps her darkroom and where she 
and Cole indulge their mutual love of cinema and black-and-
white photography. But Logan agrees to help her dad out 
with these sad “Broken Hearts Club” meetings, unaware of 
the effect the group will have on her as she struggles to find 
meaning in her life. 

brooke carter is the author of several books for teens, 
including Another Miserable Love Song and Learning 
Seventeen in the Orca Soundings collection. She earned her 
mfa in creative writing at ubc and lives with her family in 
Maple Ridge, British Columbia. For more information, visit 
brookecarter.com.

keywords: loss of a parent, grief, teen romance, hereditary 
disease, photography
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January 29, 2019
9781459820821
$9.95 pb

4.25 x 7 · 144 pages

9781459820838 pdf

9781459820845 epub

ages 12+ · rl 3.4

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Digital and print ARCs 
available

January 29, 2019
9781459821989
$9.95 pb

4.25 x 7 · 144 pages

9781459821996 pdf

9781459822009 epub

ages 12+ · rl 3.2

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Digital and print ARCs 
available

Cub
Paul Coccia

How far will Theo go to make  
his dreams come true?

In the gay community, a young, husky man is known as a 
“cub.” Seventeen-year-old Theo fits the definition perfectly, 

but he is very self-conscious about his body. So when his 
best friend signs him up for a cooking competition at HEAT, 
the city’s newest trendy restaurant, Theo is nervous. He’s 
confident in his baking ability, and dreams of opening his own 
bakery one day, but he’s not a chef, and he hates being in the 
spotlight.

As Theo survives round after round, he gains the 
admiration of both the audience and the restaurant owner, a 
sexy celebrity chef known as kcc. When the owner makes 
it clear he is more interested in what Theo might do outside 
the kitchen, Theo has to decide how far he is willing to go to 
launch his career. 

paul coccia has an mfa in creative writing from ubc. He 
is a great cook, although he prefers to bake. His specialty is 
cupcakes, but he has also experimented with animal-shaped 
macarons and flooded cookies. Paul lives in Toronto, Ontario, 
with his family and two dogs. Cub is his first novel.

keywords: LGBTQ+, body positivity, exploitation, sexual 
misconduct, abuse of power

Thicker Than Water
Natasha Deen

Zack does not want to believe what he saw.

Zack Bernard has a thing for crime shows, especially the 
forensic-investigation kind. So when his friend Ella goes 

missing, Zack can’t help piecing together what he thinks is 
concrete evidence that could lead to her whereabouts. The 
problem is, it’s all pointing toward his dad. He knows his dad 
is lying about not having seen Ella because Zack saw them 
together at the mall the day she disappeared. What he doesn’t 
know is why. With the help of his friend Ayo, Zack tries to 
solve the mystery himself to avoid having to make the terrible 
choice between losing someone close to him and betraying his 
family. 

natasha deen is the author of several books for young people, 
including the Orca titles Terminate and Across the Floor.  
She lives in Edmonton, Alberta. For more information, visit 
natashadeen.com.

keywords: doing the right thing, family loyalty, secrets, 
mystery, dysfunctional families, police investigations
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BEST BOOKS
for your reluctant

TEEN READERS
Orca Soundings are aimed at high school students who are striving 

readers. These books feature contemporary topics that appeal to teens.

Interest level: ages 12+ 
Fry reading level:  
grades 2.0–4.5
Prices: $9.95 pb
Pages: 112–176

2018 orca soundings  
essential collection

Our top 25  
bestselling books
Order #: 2213
ISBN: 9781459815179
Retail: $248.75

Available until  
August 1, 2019

Back 9781551439891
Bang 9781551436548
Blue Moon 9781551433202
Bull Rider 9781551432335
Dead-End Job 9781551433783
Death Wind 9781551432151
Fastback Beach 9781551432670
Grind 9781551433172
I.D. 9781551436944
Juice 9781551433516
Kicked Out 9781551432441
No Problem 9781551432311
One More Step 9781551432489

Overdrive 9781551433189
Refuge Cove 9781551432465
Riley Park 9781554691234
Snitch 9781551434841
Something Girl 9781551433479
Sticks and Stones 9781551432137
Stuffed 9781551435008
Tell 9781551435114
Thunderbowl 9781551432779
Truth 9781551432656
Yellow Line 9781551434629
Zee’s Way 9781551432793

2018 Orca Soundings Essential Collection
orca soundings

collection

orca soundings
collection

Impossible
9781459815568  
rl 3.3

Hide and 
Shriek
9781459818736  
rl 3.2

Kryptonite
9781459816565  
rl 3.9

The Thing  
You’re Good At
9781459818040 
rl 3.8

Learning  
Seventeen
9781459815537  
rl 4.4

Mayan Murder
9781459819603  
rl 2.7

Shark
9781459816824  
rl 3.7

2018 orca soundings  
new titles collection

The 7 books  
released in 2018
Order #: 2195
ISBN: 9781459822849
Retail: $69.65

Available until  
August 1, 2019

2018 Orca Soundings  
New Titles
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A punta de cuchillo (Knifepoint) 
9781554698639 $9.95
A reventar (Stuffed)  
9781554698615 $9.95
A toda velocidad (Overdrive)  
9781554690558 $9.95
Al límite (Grind)  
9781554693818 $9.95
El blanco (Bull’s Eye)  
9781554693177 $9.95
De nadie mas (Saving Grace)  
9781551439693 $9.95
Desolación (Outback)  
9781459803053 $9.95
En el bosque (In the Woods)  
9781459801844 $9.95
La guerra de las bandas (Battle of the Bands) 
9781551439983 $9.95
Identificación (I.D.)  
9781554691340 $9.95
Ni un día más (Kicked Out)  
9781554691371 $9.95
No te vayas (Comeback)  
9781554699704 $9.95

La otra vida de Caz (My Time as Caz Hazard) 
9781459801875 $9.95
Los Pandemónium (Thunderbowl) 
9781554691364 $9.95
El plan de Zee (Zee’s Way)  
9781459822429 $10.95
El qué dirán (Sticks & Stones)  
9781459822412 $10.95
Reacción (Reaction)  
9781459803084 $9.95
El regreso (Back)  
9781554699735 $9.95
Respira (Breathless)  
9781554693825 $9.95
Revelación (Exposure)  
9781554690534 $9.95
El soplón (Snitch)  
9781554693153 $9.95
La tormenta (Death Wind)  
9781554691357 $9.95
Un trabajo sin futuro (Dead End Job) 
9781554690510 $9.95
La verdad (Truth)  
9781459822436 $10.95

2018 Orca ELL Grades 9–12 Collection

2018 orca ell grades 9–12 
collection

37 books
Order #: 2117
ISBN: 9781459815247
Retail: $368.15

Available until  
August 1, 2019

2018 orca spanish 
collection

24 books
Order #: 2217
ISBN: 9781459822856
Retail: $241.80

Available until  
August 1, 2019

A mix of less edgy Orca 
Soundings and Orca Sports 
aimed at high-school 
English-language learners. 
High-interest stories with 
reading levels under  
grade 4.5.

Exact translations that 
complement the English 
editions.

Above All Else
Battle of the Bands
Betting Game
Comeback
Damage
A Dark Truth
Dawn Patrol
Dead-End Job
Dead in the Water
Edge of Flight
Exit Point
Fastback Beach
Grind

Hannah’s Touch
Haze
Hit Squad
Home Invasion
Hurricane Heat
I.D.
Infiltration
Jacked
Juice
Kicked Out
Last Ride
No More Pranks
No Problem

Off the Rim
Overdrive
Refuge Cove
Rock Star
Scarlet Thunder
Sleight of Hand
Stuffed
Tagged
Titan Clash
Wave Warrior
Zee’s Way

orca ell 
collection

orca spanish 
collection

2018 Orca Soundings Spanish Collection
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___ Another Miserable  
            Love Song rl 2.6  9781459813120

___ B Negative rl 3.1 9781554698417 

___ Back rl 4.0 9781551439891 

___ Bang rl 3.0 9781551436548

___ Battle of the Bands rl 2.9 9781551435404 

___ Big Guy rl 2.9 9781551439105

___ Bike Thief rl 2.9 9781459805699

___ Blue Moon rl 3.4 9781551433202

___ The Bodyguard rl 3.6 9781459822016 

___ Breaking Point rl 3.4 9781459801288 

___ Breathing Fire rl 4.5 9781459805651 

___ Breathless rl 3.0 9781551434803 

___ Bull Rider rl 3.0 9781551432335

___ Bull’s Eye rl 4.3 9781551436791

___ Caged rl 3.3 9781459814998

___ Cellular rl 2.3 9781554692965 

___ Charmed rl 3.8 9781551433219 

___ Chill rl 3.5 9781551435077 

___ Comeback rl 3.2 9781554693108

___ Coming Clean rl 2.9 9781459803312

___ Crash rl 3.2 9781459805224 

___ Crush rl 3.4 9781551435268

___ Cub rl 3.4 9781459820821

___ Cuts Like a Knife rl 4.0 9781459801196 

___ Damage rl 3.5 9781459803602 

___ A Dark Truth rl 4.1 9781459813274

___ The Darwin  
            Expedition rl 2.5 9781551436760

___ Dead-End Job rl 3.6 9781551433783

___ Deadly rl 3.2 9781459803640 

___ Dead Run rl 3.0  9781459802445 

___ Death Wind rl 3.2 9781551432151 

___ Desert Slam rl 4.2 9781459813724

___ Down rl 3.6 9781551437668

___ Enough rl 4.5 9781459813304

___ Exit Point rl 2.8 9781551435053

___ Exposure rl 2.8 9781551434933 

___ Fallout rl 3.0 9781554692729

___ Fastback Beach rl 2.9 9781551432670

___ Final Crossing rl 3.8 9781459805521 

___ Firewall rl 4.1 9781459814530

___ First Time rl 3.1 9781551439440 

___ Foolproof rl 3.6 9781459810341 

___ Grind rl 2.2 9781551433172

___ Hannah’s Touch rl 3.1 9781 554691494 

___ Heavy Freight rl 4.2 9781459814752

___ The Hemingway  
            Tradition rl 4.2 9781551432427 

___ Hide and Shriek rl 3.2 9781459818736

___ Hit Squad rl 3.8 9781551432694 

___ Homecoming rl 3.5 9781459808034 

___ Home Invasion rl 3.6 9781551434827 

___ House Party rl 3.1 9781551437415 

___ I.D. rl 2.8 9781551436944

___ Identify rl 3.8 9781459814066

___ Impact rl 3.8 9781551439952 

___ Impossible rl 3.3 9781459815568

___ In Plain Sight rl 3.4 9781459814165

___ In the Woods rl 3.2 9781554692002 

___ Infiltration rl 2.5 9781554699858 

___ Jacked rl 3.0 9781554691845 

___ Juice rl 2.9 9781551433516 

___ Kicked Out rl 3.0 9781551432441 

___ Knifepoint rl 3.8 9781554693054 

___ Kryptonite rl 3.9 9781459816565

___ Last Ride rl 2.4 9781554694167

___ Learning  
            Seventeen rl 4.4 9781459815537

___ Learning to Fly rl 3.4 9781551439532 

Orca Soundings Full Title List
Order your own custom collection! 

Cardboard display tray available.

Bolded titles are 2019 publications.
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___ Lockdown rl 2.9 9781551439167

___ Masked rl 3.2 9781554693641

____Mayan Murder rl 2.7 9781459819603

___ Middle Row rl 2.4 9781551438993 

___ My Side rl 4.1 9781459805118 

___ My Time as  
            Caz Hazard rl 3.2 9781551433196

___ Night Terrors rl 3.2 9781459804197

___ No More Pranks rl 4.0 9781551433158

___ No Problem rl 2.2 9781551432311

___ Off the Grid rl 4.0 9781459809260

___ One More Step rl 2.5 9781551432489 

___ One Way rl 2.8 9781459801721 

___ Outback rl 3.0 9781554694198 

___ Overdrive rl 2.8 9781551433189

___ Pain & Wastings rl 3.6 9781551439044 

___ Picture This rl 3.6 9781554691388 

___ Pinch Me rl 3.3 9781459813649

___ Plastic rl 3.2 9781554692521

___ Rat rl 3.8 9781459803008 

___ Reaction rl 3.0 9781554692774

___ Redline rl 2.8 9781554698936

___ Refuge Cove rl 3.2 9781551432465

___ Responsible rl 3.2 9781551436852 

___ Riley Park rl 3.0 9781554691234 

___ Riot Act rl 2.6 9781459801394 

___ River Traffic rl 4.2 9781459813366

___ Rock Star rl 3.0 9781554692354 

___ Running the Risk rl 3.2 9781554690251 

___ Saving Grace rl 2.4 9781551435084

___ Scam rl 3.2 9781459811744 

___ Scum rl 3.0 9781551439242 

___ Sea Change rl 3.1 9781554693320 

___ Shallow Grave rl 2.5 9781459802025 

___ Shark rl 3.7 9781459816824

___ Shattered rl 3.0 9781554698455 

___ Skylark rl 4.1 9781459805903 

___ Sleight of Hand rl 3.5 9781459811201

___ Snitch rl 2.1 9781551434841 

___ Something Girl rl 2.8 9781551433479

___ Spiral rl 2.5 9781551439303

___ Sticks and Stones rl 2.6 9781551432137 

___ Stuffed rl 3.8 9781551435008

___ Tagged rl 4.5 9781459801677

___ Tap Out rl 3.0 9781459808751 

___ Tell rl 4.0 9781551435114

____Thicker Than  
            Water rl 3.2 9781459821989

____The Thing You’re  
            Good At  rl 3.8 9781459818040

___ Thunderbowl rl 4.0 9781551432779 

___ Tough Trails rl 2.6 9781551432717

___ Triggered rl 3.1 9781459805262 

___ The Trouble  
            with Liberty  rl 4.2 9781551432748

___ Truth rl 3.2 9781551432656

____The Unbroken  
            Hearts Club rl 3.3 9781459820616

___ Under Threat rl 4.2 9781459811317 

___ Up North rl 2.8 9781459814561

___ Viral rl 2.9 9781554694112 

___ Wave Warrior rl 3.4 9781551436470

___ The Way Back rl 3.8 9781459807150 

___ Who Owns  
            Kelly Paddik? rl 3.1 9781551432397

___ Yellow Line rl 2.4 9781551434629

___ Zee’s Way rl 3.2 9781551432793 
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January 29, 2019
9781459821187
$9.95 pb

4.75 x 7.25 · 144 pages

9781459821194 pdf

9781459821200 epub

adult fiction · rl 3.3

world rights available 
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Extensive ARC distribution, 
including LibraryThing Early 
Reviewers and NetGalley

• Blog and social media 
promotion 

• Sample chapters, reading 
guides and special promotions 
at rapid-reads.com.

RAPID READS | ADULT FICTION
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Tiny House, Big Fix
Gail Anderson-Dargatz

Sometimes less is more.

Sadie works as a framer, building houses. She lost her own home in a recent divorce 
and now lives with her two daughters in a rented bungalow. When her landlady 

says she needs to move out, Sadie finds there’s a housing crisis in her community. She 
can’t find a place to live and is forced to move her family into a travel trailer at a local 
campsite. 

When her ex-husband finds out, he insists that the girls come live with him in another 
city. Desperate to keep her daughters with her in their home community, Sadie is forced 
to rethink her dream of living in a full-sized house. 

In the short term, she moves her girls into a co-worker’s apartment. Then, with the 
help of her friends and daughters, she builds a tiny house. In the process she finds living 
with less has its rewards and that living in a small space brings her family closer together. 

By the age of eighteen, gail anderson-dargatz knew she wanted to write about women 
in rural settings. Today Gail is a bestselling author. A Recipe for Bees and The Cure 
for Death by Lightning were finalists for the Scotiabank Giller Prize. She also teaches 
other authors how to write fiction. Gail divides her time between the Shuswap region 
of British Columbia and Manitoulin Island in Ontario. For more information, visit  
gailanderson-dargatz.ca.

keywords: housing crisis, single mother, tiny houses, family dynamics, community

also by 
gail anderson-dargatz

From Scratch
9781459815025  
$9.95 pb 
adult fiction

No Return Address
9781459818583  
$9.95 pb 
adult fiction
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January 29, 2019
9781459821156
$9.95 pb

4.75 x 7.25 · 144 pages

9781459821163 pdf

9781459821170 epub

adult fiction · rl 3.2

world rights available
(ex – North America)

marketing and promo

• Print and online advertising 
campaigns

• Promotion at national and 
regional school, library and 
trade conferences

• Extensive ARC distribution, 
including LibraryThing Early 
Reviewers and NetGalley

• Focused attention on 
mystery-review community

• Blog and social media 
promotion 

• Sample chapters,  
reading guides and  
special promotions at  
rapid-reads.com

ADULT FICTION | RAPID READS

The Goddaughter Does Vegas
A Gina Gallo Mystery

Melodie Campbell

Is Vegas ready for Gina Gallo?

G ina Gallo is a mob goddaughter who doesn’t want to be one. She’s left her loopy family 
behind to elope with Pete to Vegas. Except that eloping may be a mortal sin in an Italian 

family. Between that and some weird deliveries and suitors, Gina’s nerves are frayed. Vegas 
is full of great acts, but one impersonation is real: Gina has a crime-committing double 
whose activities are making Gina front-page news. Gina has to track down this fiendish 
fraud before the police catch up with her. And, of course, cousin Nico is along for the ride.

Another madcap adventure for the loveable Gallo cousins that proves the rule “Why 
should things go right when they can go wrong?” 

Billed as the “Queen of Comedy” by the Toronto Sun in 2014, melodie campbell achieved 
a personal best when Library Digest compared her to Janet Evanovich. Melodie got her 
start writing stand-up and has since been a banker, marketing director, college instructor, 
comedy writer and possibly the worst runway model ever.

Winner of nine awards, Melodie has been both a finalist for and a winner of the 
Derringer and Arthur Ellis awards for crime writing. She has over two hundred  
publications, including a hundred comedy credits, forty short stories and seven novels. Her 
work has appeared in Alfred Hitchcock Mystery Magazine, Star Magazine, Flash Fiction 
Magazine, Canadian Living, the Toronto Star, the Globe and Mail and many more. Melodie 
lives in Oakville, Ontario. For more information, visit melodiecampbell.com.

keywords: crime fiction, female sleuth, humorous, Vegas wedding, identity theft
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“The best in what can be 
described as the finest 
compact mystery series 
out there. The writing is 
polished, the funny bits 
sneak up on you and 
you’ve been had then had 
again before there’s time 
to recover…A miniature 
gem, the work of an 
author at the absolute 
top of her game. There 
is so much more to come 
from the imagination of 
this talented writer.”
—Canadian Mystery Reviews
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RAPID READS | ADULT FICTION

BEST BOOKS 
for your reluctant
MATURE READERS

Engaging short novels for adults and mature teens.

Interest level: ages 16+ 
Fry reading level:  
grades 2.0–5.0
Prices: $9.95 pb
Pages: 120–168

2018 orca rapid reads 
essential collection

Our top 25  
bestselling books
Order #: 2207
ISBN: 9781459822832
Retail: $248.75

Available until  
August 1, 2019

2018  Rapid Reads Essential Collection

And Everything Nice 9781554698387
The Barrio Kings 9781554692446
Best Girl 9781554698974
Cleanup 9781459800540
Contingency Plan 9781459801141
Epic Game 9781459810495
Evil Behind That Door 9781459801004
The Fall Guy 9781554698356
The Goddaughter 9781459801257
Him Standing 9781459801769
Juba Good 9781459804906
Just Gone 9781459803275
Love You to Death 9781554692620

The Middle Ground 9781459818187
The Next Sure Thing 9781554699001
One Fine Day You’re  
   Gonna Die 9781554693375
Orchestrated Murder 9781554698851
Search and Rescue 9781459805767
The Second Wife 9781554698325
The Shadow Killer 9781554698769
Something Noble 9781459800137
The Spider Bites 9781554692828
That Dog Won’t Hunt 9781554693399
The Way It Works 9781554693672
A Winter Kill 9781554699568

rapid reads
collection

rapid reads
collection

2018 orca rapid reads  
new titles collection

The 5 books  
released in 2018
Order #: 2196
ISBN: 9781459822825
Retail: $49.75

Available until  
August 1, 2019

2018 Rapid Reads New Titles 

The B-Team
9781459818071 
rl 3.1

Blue Water 
Hues
9781459818019  
rl 3.6

The Middle 
Ground
9781459818187  
rl 4.2

Murder Among 
the Pines
9781459818194  
rl 3.3

No Return 
Address
9781459818583  
rl 3.6
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___ And Everything Nice rl 4.6 9781554698387

___ The Artful  
                 Goddaughter rl 3.5 9781459808195

___ The B-Team: The Case of the Angry  
                 First Wife rl 3.1 9781459818071

___ The Barrio Kings rl 2.1 9781554692446

___ Beethoven’s Tenth rl 4.5 9781459808690

___ Best Girl rl 2.6 9781554698974

___ The Black Tortoise rl 4.8 9781459812406

___ Blood and Belonging rl 2.5 9781459812840

___ The Blue Dragon rl 4.3 9781459809048

___ The Boardwalk rl 3.0 9781459806740

___ The Boom Room rl 4.2 9781459805149

___ The Bootlegger’s  
                 Goddaughter rl 3.0 9781459814134

___ Blue Water Hues rl 3.6 9781459818019

___ Cleanup  rl 4.0 9781459800540

___ Contingency Plan  rl 3.8  9781459801141

___ Dirty Work rl 3.8 9781459802063

___ Disappearing Act rl 4.2 9781459808225

___ Epic Game rl 2.2 9781459810495

___ Evil Behind That Door rl 3.2 9781459801004

___ The Fall Guy rl 4.0 9781554698356

___ Fit to Kill rl 5.0 9781554699070

___ From Scratch rl 4.8 9781459815025

___ The Goddaughter rl 2.8 9781459801257

___ The Goddaughter  
                 Caper rl 2.5 9781459810532

____ The Goddaughter  
                 Does Vegas rl 3.2 9781459821156

___ The Goddaughter’s  
                 Revenge rl 3.8 9781459804876

___ Haitian Graves rl 3.0 9781459808980

___ Him Standing rl 2.8 9781459801769

___ If It Bleeds rl 4.0 9781459807341

___ The Innocence Device rl 3.5 9781459807488

___ I.O.U. Dead rl 4.0 9781459809086

___ Juba Good rl 3.0 9781459804906

___ Jumped In rl 2.8 9781459816275

___ Just Gone rl 3.0 9781459803275

___ Love And Fear rl 2.7 9781459806771

___ Love You to Death rl 4.2 9781554692620

___ The Middle Ground rl 4.2 9781459818187

___ Murder Among  
                 the Pines  rl 3.5 9781459818194

___ Murder Below Zero rl 3.8 9781459814592

___ A Murder for Max rl 2.8 9781459810594

___ The Next Sure Thing rl 3.8 9781554699001

___ The Night Thief rl 3.2 9781459808669

___ No Return Address rl 3.3 9781459818583

___ One Fine Day You’re  
                 Gonna Die rl 4.2 9781554693375

___ Orchestrated Murder rl 5.4 9781554698851

___ Playing with Fire rl 2.8 9781459808409

___ Race Against Time rl 2.2 9781459808430

___ Rundown rl 3.3 9781459810105

___ Search and Rescue rl 3.0 9781459805767

___ The Second Wife rl 3.3 9781554698325

___ The Shadow Killer rl 5.0 9781554698769

___ Something Noble  rl 3.0 9781459800137

___ The Spider Bites rl 2.0 9781554692828

___ That Dog Won’t Hunt rl 2.8 9781554693399

___ The Thirteenth Rose rl 5.6 9781459802254

___  Tiny House, Big Fix rl 3.3 9781459821187

___ Tokyo Girl rl 5.0 9781459810761

___ Valentino Pier rl 2.5 9781459802094

___ The Way It Works rl 2.6 9781554693672

___ When Blood Lies rl 4.2 9781459808379

___ When I Kill You rl 3.8 9781554699902

___ A Winter Kill rl 2.8 9781554699568

___ A Woman Scorned rl 4.5 9781459804067

___ White Sand Blues rl 3.0 9781459815353

___ Worst Date Ever rl 3.1 9781459815599

Rapid Reads Full Title List
Order your own custom collection!

Cardboard display tray available.

Bolded titles are 2019 publications.
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collection

April 9, 2019
9781459822443
$29.95 pb

8.5 x 11 · 48 pages

9781459822450 pdf

For teachers of grades 4 to 7.

See page 88 for more 
information.

2018 Orca Origins 
Collection 

6 hardcover books
Order #: 2220

ISBN #:9781459822924
Retail price: $149.70

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE:

Orca Origins  
Teacher Guide

Tasha Henry

Orca Origins is a nonfiction series for middle readers 
that explores cultural traditions around the world. 

Using the Orca Origins series, this guide helps educators 
build an inquiry-based unit plan that focuses on the diverse 
traditions from different cultural celebrations around the 
world and teaches students tolerance. This is done with a 
variety of dynamic learning activities, handouts and graphic 
organizers to support students’ learning. The guide includes 
introductions to six Orca Origins titles (listed on page 88.)

tasha henry has been traveling, writing and teaching 
for over twenty years. She is a published writer and poet 
and holds a Master of Education in Language, Culture 
and Teaching from York University. She has taught high-
school students and trained teachers across Canada and 
internationally. She lives on unceded Lekwungen territory 
in Victoria, British Columbia.

keywords: teacher tools, lesson plans, classroom activities, 
inquiry-based learning, classroom community, unit plan, 
responsive teaching, multiculturalism, diverse classroom, 
teaching to diversity

ORCA TEACHER 
RESOURCES

Now it’s easier than ever to use  
Orca books in your classroom.

get the books:
Three detailed Teacher Guides to 
 build cross-curricular unit plans  

and seamlessly integrate Orca 
books in the classroom!

WHAT’S NEW:

Free Teacher Guides for hi-lo and  
at-level fiction on our website.

Customizable digital 
subscriptions of ebooks  

(see page 77).

STORY NINJA PROGRAM:  
A supplemental writing, 
reading and assessment 
program for grade three  
and four (see page 70).
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October 9, 2018
9781459822221
$29.95 pb

8.5 x 11 · 40 pages

9781459819214 pdf

For teachers of grades 4 to 7.

See page 83 for more 
information.

October 9, 2018
9781459822207
$29.95 pb

8.5 x 11 · 65 pages

9781459822214 pdf

For teachers of grades 4 to 7.

See page 38 for more 
information.

2018 Orca Footprints 
Collection 

14 hardcover books
Order #: 2219

ISBN #: 9781459822917
Retail price: $279.30

Orca Footprints  
Teacher Guide

Tasha Henry

Orca Footprints is a nonfiction series for middle readers 
that answers kids’ questions about the state of the 

natural world, resource sustainability and how to be global 
citizens. Using the Orca Footprints series, this guide helps 
educators build an inquiry-based unit plan based on three 
learning modules: Our Earth, Our Work and Our Global 
Community. The guide includes introductions to fourteen 
Orca Footprint titles (listed on page 38) with ideas on how 
to present and use the books with a variety of dynamic 
activities and thoughtful graphic organizers to support 
students’ learning.

tasha henry has been traveling, writing and teaching 
for over twenty years. She is a published writer and poet 
and holds a Master of Education in Language, Culture 
and Teaching from York University. She has taught high-
school students and trained teachers across Canada and 
internationally. She lives on unceded Lekwungen territory 
in Victoria, British Columbia.

keywords: teacher tools, lesson plans, classroom activities, 
inquiry-based learning, environmental education, classroom 
community, unit plan, responsive teaching, teaching activists, 
sustainable education

Speaking Our Truth 
Teacher Guide

Tasha Henry

Speaking Our Truth: A Journey of Reconciliation is a 
nonfiction book for middle readers that examines how 

we can foster Reconciliation in an accessible way. Centered 
around the writings of Monique Gray Smith, this teacher 
guide is a comprehensive support for educators focusing on 
Indigenous teachings and looking to build an inquiry-based 
unit plan about Reconciliation. Activities such as essential 
questions from the author, metaphors for learning and 
cross-curricular plans are laid out clearly, with instructions 
and appropriate vocabulary for teachers and students to 
embark on this journey of Reconciliation together.

tasha henry has been traveling, writing and teaching 
for over twenty years. She is a published writer and poet 
and holds a Master of Education in Language, Culture 
and Teaching from York University. She has taught high-
school students and trained teachers across Canada and 
internationally. She lives on unceded Lekwungen territory 
in Victoria, British Columbia.

keywords: teacher tools, lesson plans, classroom activities, 
inquiry-based learning, classroom community, unit plan, 
responsive teaching, Indigenous education, Indigenous 
students, teaching to diversity

ORCA TEACHER RESOURCES

get the books:

9781459815834 · $29.95 hc

ages 9–12

get the book:

Previously  
Announced

Previously  
Announced
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INTRODUCING

SIGMUND BROUWER’S  
STORY NINJA PROGRAM

A Supplemental Writing, Reading and  
Assessment Program for Grade Three and Four
The award-winning author of over 100 books and a regular classroom 
presenter, Sigmund Brouwer has developed a unique and motivational 
program that will get your grade-three and four students thinking 
about STORY in a whole new way. Starting with Sigmund’s videos and 
continuing with the lesson plan and activities in the teacher guide, 
students become Story Ninjas who focus on the fun of delivering story 
through reading and writing while improving their literacy skills. 

Inside your Story Ninja Kit:
•   Exclusive access to 21 short videos featuring 

Sigmund, who will set up the lesson of the day
•   A class set of My Story Ninja Folders (set 

of 25), which students can use to store their work, 
remind themselves of the Story Ninja Moves and 
Tricks and set up as workspace privacy screens

•   A teacher folder with follow-along lesson 
plans & video cues, a student assessment rubric, 
achievement stickers and graduation certificates

PLUS
•   Each student will receive a special-edition copy of  

a book by Sigmund

For more information (including sample videos)  
or to sign up, visit storyninjasrock.com.  

 
Questions?  

Email storyninja@orcabook.com.

The Story Ninja Program
for your whole class!

9781459819207 • $299.95

YOU PAY $239.96
+ Shipping & Handling

20%  
discount for 

teachers

“Sigmund has woken up the sleeping Story 
Ninjas in my room, and they are interested in 
taking pencil to paper! Sigmund’s charisma and 
practical tips have inspired my young ninjas. 
They really look forward to the Writing Lessons 
online, using their Ninja Writing Folders, and 
sharing successes. What a great opportunity!”

—Sheila Klebeck, Grade 3 Teacher, Preeceville, SK
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FRENCH-LANGUAGE ORCA BOOKS

Translations that complement the English editions

Picture Books: Ages 4-8 Price

Le bateau magique (The Magic Boat) 9781459823242 $19.95
Lucy fait du patinage de vitesse (Lucy Tries Short Track) 9781459812314 $12.95
Lucy joue au hockey (Lucy Tries Hockey) 9781459820036  $12.95
Le Silence se glisse près de toi (The Silence Slips In) 9781459822085 $19.95
Une idée pour Papi (A Plan for Pops) 9781459822054 $19.95

Orca Echoes: Ages 7-9

La course-poursuite des Loups gris (Timberwolf Chase)  9781459800090 $6.95
Le défi des Loups gris (Timberwolf Challenge)  9781554698127 $6.95
Les Loups gris à la chasse (Timberwolf Hunt)  9781554698141  $6.95
La revanche des Loups gris (Timberwolf Revenge)  9781459800113 $6.95

Orca Currents: Ages 10-14

Accord de puissance (Power Chord) 9781459803114 $9.95
Accro d’la planche (Skate Freak)  9781459801936 $9.95
Au pas, camarade (Branded)  9781459800038 $9.95
La cache (Stuff We All Get)  9781459803145 $9.95
Les casse-cous (Daredevil Club) 9781554693740 $9.95
Cochonnet (Pigboy)  9781459800069 $9.95
Ed spécial (Special Edward)  9781554698578 $9.95
L’effet manga (Manga Touch)  9781554693795 $9.95
Frappée par la foudre (Struck)  9781554693801 $9.95
Marqué (Marked)  9781554698554 $9.95
La revanche parfaite (Perfect Revenge) 9781554698530 $9.95
La triche (Cheat)  9781554699971 $9.95

Orca Soundings: Ages 12+

À fond la planche! (Grind)  9781554693733 $9.95
En images (Picture This)  9781459800007 $9.95
Monteur de taureau (Bull Rider) 9781554698592 $9.95
Reviens (Comeback)  9781459801905 $9.95

LIVRES EN 
FRANÇAIS
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DID YOU KNOW?
We have enhanced ebooks  

with a read-along function!

ORCA READ-ALONGS 

An African Alphabet  9781459819351
Alligator, Bear, Crab   9781459817715
Beach Baby  9781459819368
Bedtime 123   9781459819344
A Carnival of Cats 9781459819375
Diwali Lights 9781459822559
Forest Baby 9781459820500
Hamsters  
   Holding Hands   9781459819382
Hamsters on the Go   9781459819399
Holi Colors 9781459820463
Kiss, Tickle,  
   Cuddle, Hug 9781459819405
Little You   9781459819412
Lots of Kisses 9781459819429
Love You More  9781459819436
More Blueberries! 9781459817692
More Than Balloons  9781459819443

My Heart Fills  
    With Happiness  9781459819450
One House 9781459822580
Passover Family 9781459820470
Sea Otter Pup 9781459817780
So Many Babies  9781459819467
Toesy Toes 9781459820548
The Ways I Will  
   Love You   9781459819474
This Little Hamster 9781459819481
Up Hamster,  
   Down Hamster 9781459819498
We Sang You Home   9781459819504
Welcome Song  
   for Baby   9781459819511
Whose Bum? 9781459822610
Who Can? 9781459820517

Board Books Ages 0-2 

Support literacy  
with fun and engaging 
reading experiences!
Read-alongs 
incorporate two 
important components 
of literacy:

Reading fluency 
(including oral reading 
skills) and reading 
comprehension

• All read-alongs are 
available for automatic 
download from our 
website,  
orcabook.com

• Professionally recorded 
narration by humans, not 
robots

• Text highlighted as the 
narrator reads 

• Every word and picture 
displayed just like the 
print book 

• Compatible with iBooks, 
Kobo, Android and Adobe 
Digital Editions on a 
computer

• Automatic page turning 
• Rewind and pause options 
• Volume control 

DIGITAL READ-ALONGS | BABY BOOKS | AGES 0–2



My Heart Fills  
    With Happiness  9781459819450
One House 9781459822580
Passover Family 9781459820470
Sea Otter Pup 9781459817780
So Many Babies  9781459819467
Toesy Toes 9781459820548
The Ways I Will  
   Love You   9781459819474
This Little Hamster 9781459819481
Up Hamster,  
   Down Hamster 9781459819498
We Sang You Home   9781459819504
Welcome Song  
   for Baby   9781459819511
Whose Bum? 9781459822610
Who Can? 9781459820517
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Alphabetter  9781459817487
Angus All Aglow 9781459822535
Bear’s Life 9781459817913
Best Friend Trouble  9781459815926
Buttercup’s Lovely Day  9781459815933
Can Hens Give Milk?  9781459815940
Clever Rachel  9781459815957
Doors in the Air  9781459815964
Elliot’s Fire Truck  9781459802568
First Times  9781459817777
Harry’s Hiccups 9781459820524
In the Red Canoe  9781459817500
Island in the Salish Sea 9781459822566
Jessie’s Island  9781459815971
Kishka for Koppel  9781459815988
The Littlest Sled Dog  9781459817524
Lucy Tries Luge  9781459817548
Lucy Tries Short Track  9781459817562
Lucy Tries Soccer  9781459817586
The Matatu  9781459815995
Mechanimals  9781459802582
Mooncakes  9781459816008
My Wounded Island 9781459817753
Night Boy  9781459816015
On Our Street 9781459820456
Once Upon A Balloon  9781459816022
Perfect Man  9781459816039
Pierre in the Air  9781459816046
Pierre Le Poof  9781459802599
Pierre’s Friends  9781459816053

Pocket Rocks  9781459817838
Richard Was a Picker  9781459802575
Room Enough for Daisy  9781459816060
A Sack Full of Feathers  9781459816077
The Seal Garden 9781459820494
Seal Song  9781459816084
Secret of the Dance  9781459817609
Silas’ Seven  
    Grandparents  9781459817791
Spare Dog Parts  9781459817623
Stepping Stones  9781459816138
Surfer Dog 9781459820487
Swimming with Seals 9781459820531
Today, Maybe  9781459816091
Uncle Wally’s Old  
   Brown Shoe  9781459816107
Unnatural Selections  9781459816114
Waiting for the Whales  9781459816121
What Happens When  
   a Loved One Dies?  9781459816657
What Makes Us Unique?  9781459816671
What Matters  9781459817647
Why Do Families  
   Change?  9781459816695
The Wild Beast 9781459822597
Wolf Island  9781459817685
You Can Read 9781459817661
You Hold Me Up 9781459817739

“The single most important 
activity for building the 
knowledge required for  

eventual success in reading is  
reading aloud to children.”  
—Becoming a Nation of Readers:  

The Report of the  
Commission on Reading

AGES 3–8 | PICTURE BOOKS | DIGITAL READ-ALONGS

Picture Books Ages 3-8
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ORCA CURRENTS GOREADERS | HI-LO FOR AGES 9–12

Audio corresponds exactly 
with the printed book.
Arrives at your school  
or library ready to play.
No downloads, CDs  
or cassettes.
Batteries and  
headphones included.
$49.95 per GoReader.

 The Best 
Hear-and-Read  
  Literacy Tool

For your middle-school reluctant reader  
  Orca Currents GoReader Grades 5-8 Hi-Lo Fiction

orca currents  
goreader collection

Includes 6 GoReader 
 devices, each loaded  
with 2 unabridged  
audiobooks.
Order #: 1922
Retail: $299.70

GoReader  
Volume 1 

9781459800410
See No Evil,  
Dog Walker

GoReader  
Volume 2

9781459800496
Skate Freak, 
Sewer Rats

GoReader  
Volume 3

9781459800502
Chat Room,  

Mirror Image 

GoReader  
Volume 4

9781459801813
Daredevil Club, 

Wired

GoReader  
Volume 5

9781459801820
Finding Elmo, 

Hypnotized

GoReader  
Volume 6

9781459801837
Laggan Lard 
Butts, Pigboy

+
orca currents audio and 
print book collection

Includes 6 GoReader  
devices, each loaded with 
2 unabridged audiobooks, 
and the corresponding 12 
paperback editions.
Order #: 1925
Retail: $419.10

9781551434889

9781551437057

9781551434858

9781551435183

9781551436197

9781551436142

9781554690428

9781551436869

9781551435220

9781551434780

9781551436654

9781551436432

+

You can also  
download these  
audiobooks at  
orcabook.com. 
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HI-LO FOR AGES 12+ | ORCA SOUNDINGS GOREADERS

 The Best 
Hear-and-Read  
  Literacy Tool

For your teen reluctant reader
Orca Soundings GoReader  
    Grades 8-12 Hi-Lo Fiction 

GoReader  
Volume 6

9781459803367
Infiltration, 
Lockdown

GoReader  
Volume 5

9781459803350
Knifepoint,  

Saving Grace

GoReader  
Volume 3

9781459801790
Blue Moon, 
Breathless

GoReader  
Volume 2

9781459800489
Picture This, 
Battle of the 

Bands

GoReader  
Volume 4

9781459801806
Fastback 

Beach,  
Overdrive

GoReader  
Volume 1 

9781459800427
Back, Stuffed

orca soundings  
goreader collection

Includes 6 GoReader 
devices, each loaded  
with 2 unabridged 
audiobooks.
Order # 1926
Retail: $299.70

orca soundings audio and 
print book collection

Includes 6 GoReader  
devices, each loaded  
with 2 unabridged 
audiobooks, and the 
corresponding 12  
paperback editions.
Order #: 1927
Retail: $419.10

+

9781551439891

9781551432670

9781554691388

9781554693054

9781551435404

9781551435084

9781551433202

9781554699858

9781551434803

9781551439167

9781551435008

9781551433189

Audio corresponds exactly 
with the printed book.
Arrives at your school  
or library ready to play.
No downloads, CDs  
or cassettes.
Batteries and  
headphones included.
$49.95 per GoReader

+



Please visit orcabook.com/audio for a complete list of our audio.
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How does it work?
1. Pick the books you would like in your subscription (minimum 12).
2. Contact digital@orcabook.com or 1-800-210-5277 to find out pricing  

(subscription prices start at $99).
3. Once you sign up, your students will be set up with their own  

username and password.
4. Students log in through the web page or use the free app  

(iOS/Android/Windows) and START READING!

What’s the difference 
between an ebook and a 
digital subscription?

ebook: Downloadable to 
your device for you to keep 
forever, but it is a single 
license for a single reader.

digital subscription: 
Provides access to ebooks 
by an unlimited number 
of readers for a specific 
amount of time (1 or 5 
years). 

How do students access 
the ebooks as part of the 
subscription?
Students can read online 
(PC/MAC) or download 
ebooks to their own 
devices—including 
smartphones (iOS, 
Android, Kobo). They will 
need to download a free 
Online Reading App if they 
are using an iOS, Android 
or Windows device.  
We will provide 
instructions when  
you sign up.

How many books do I get 
in a digital subscription?
Starting with a minimum of 
12 ebooks, you can get as 
many of Orca’s ebooks as 
you want. We have ebooks 
for all of our print books, 
which means you have over 
800 titles to choose from!

*BONUS! If you order a 
complete series of ebooks, 
like the Orca Soundings or 
Orca Footprints, you will 
receive any new books 
published in that series 
duing the length of your 
subscription for free!

Get your whole classroom reading 
the same ebook for one low price with 

Orca Digital Subscriptions
Orca Digital Subscriptions are a unique and cost-effective way to provide 

ebooks to an entire school or library system. Choose your ebooks to 
customize your collection or order one of our complete series collections* 

(i.e. Orca Soundings). Either way, you get unlimited, multi-user access  
to all the ebooks in your collection from school or home. 

Single Ebook (ePub or PDF) Digital Subscription

Number of Users Single User Multi-User

Download to Devices † X X

Easy-to-Use Online Reader (pc/mac) X

Create Your Own Collections X

Teacher Guides Available X X

Read-Along Function** X
† You will need to download a free app to access digital subscriptions on your iOS, Android or Windows device.
** The Read-Along Function is digitally generated. If you require a human voice, please check out our digital 
audiobooks at orcabook.com.

Digital Subscription Pricing—based on length of subscription 

If the Print book costs 1-year subscription 5-year subscription

$6.95 $8.25 $12.38

$7.95 $9.75 $14.63

$9.95 $11.95 $17.93

$19.95 $23.98 $35.98

$24.95 $29.98 $44.98
These prices are for a single school. If you are buying a subscription for a district, please inquire for pricing.

Interested? Contact digital@orcabook.com to get a free 30-day trial and 
see if a digital subscription is right for your school.

DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTIONS
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FEATURED BACKLIST | BOARD BOOKS | AGES 0–2

So Many Babies
Lorna Crozier

Illust. Laura Watson
9781459808317 bb • $9.95

More Than Balloons
Lorna Crozier

Illust. Rachelle Anne Miller
9781459810280 bb • $9.95

Who Can?
Charles Ghigna

Illust. Vlasta van Kampen
9781459813694 bb • $9.95 

One Piece of String
Marthe Jocelyn

9781459813182 bb • $9.95 

One Red Button
Marthe Jocelyn

9781459813151 bb • $9.95

One House
Sarah MacNeill

9781459816596 bb • $9.95

Sea Otter Pup
Victoria Miles

Illust. Elizabeth Gatt
9781459804678 bb • $9.95

Kiss, Tickle, Cuddle, Hug
Susan Musgrave

9781459801639 bb • $9.95 

More Blueberries!
Susan Musgrave

Illust. Esperança Melo
9781459807075 bb • $9.95

Passover Family
Monique Polak

9781459818521 bb • $9.95

Forest Baby
Laurie Elmquist

Illust. Shantala Robinson
9781459813335 bb • $9.95 

Beach Baby
Laurie Elmquist
Illust. Elly MacKay

9781459809543 bb • $9.95 
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AGES 0–2 | BOARD BOOKS |  FEATURED BACKLIST

Hamsters Holding Hands
Kass Reich

9781459801233 bb • $9.95

Diwali Lights
Rina Singh

9781459819085 bb • $9.95

Holi Colors
Rina Singh 

9781459818491 bb • $9.95

My Heart Fills With Happiness
Monique Gray Smith

Illust. Julie Flett
9781459809574 bb • $9.95

Whose Bum?
Chris Tougas

9781459816473 bb • $9.95

Toesy Toes
Sarah Tsiang

9781459813427 bb • $9.95

Kiss by Kiss / Ocêtôwina
Richard Van Camp

Trans. Mary Cardinal Collins
9781459816213 bb • $9.95

Little You
Richard Van Camp

Illust. Julie Flett
9781459802483 bb • $9.95

We Sang You Home
Richard Van Camp

Illust. Julie Flett
9781459811782 bb • $9.95

Welcome Song for Baby
Richard Van Camp

9781551436616 bb • $9.95

An African Alphabet
Eric Walters

Illust. Sue Todd
9781459810709 bb • $9.95

Bedtime 123
Eric Walters

Illust. Josée Bisaillon
9781459810730 bb • $9.95
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FEATURED BACKLIST | PICTURE BOOKS | AGES 3–8

Buttercup’s Lovely Day
Carolyn Beck

Illust. Andrea Beck
9781459817302 pb • $10.95

You Can Read
Helaine Becker

Illust. Mark Hoffmann
9781459813243 hc • $19.95

Florence & Leon
Simon Boulerice

Illust. Delphie Coté-Lacroix
Trans. Sophie B. Watson
9781459818224 hc • $19.95

In the Red Canoe
Leslie A. Davidson
Illust. Laura Bifano

9781459809734 hc • $19.95

Swimming with Seals
Maggie de Vries
Illust. Janice Kun

9781459813212 hc • $19.95

Pocket Rocks
Sheree Fitch

Illust. Helen Flook
9781459817463 pb • $10.95

The Night the Forest  
Came to Town
Charles Ghigna

Illust. Annie Wilkinson
9781459816503 hc • $19.95

Silas’ Seven Grandparents
Anita Horrocks

Illust. Helen Flook
9781459816404 pb  • $10.95

Spare Dog Parts
Alison Hughes

Illust. Ashley Spires
9781459807044 hc • $19.95

What Matters
Alison Hughes

Illust. by Holly Hatam
9781459809109 hc • $19.95

Harry’s Hiccups
Jean Little

Illust. Joe Weissmann
9781459815629 hc • $19.95

The Littlest Sled Dog
Michael Kusugak

Illust. Vladyana Krykorka
9781554691746 pb • $10.95

the books on this page are all available as audiobooks.
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AGES 3–8 | PICTURE BOOKS |  FEATURED BACKLIST

Island in the Salish Sea
Sheryl McFarlane

Illust. Leslie Redhead
9781459813458 hc • $19.95

Jessie’s Island
Sheryl McFarlane
Illust. Sheena Lott

9781459810525 pb  • $10.95

Waiting for the Whales
Sheryl McFarlane
Illust. Ron Lightburn

9781459813687 pb  • $10.95

My Wounded Island
Jacques Pasquet

Illust. Marion Arbona
9781459815650 hc • $19.95

Stepping Stones
Margriet Ruurs

Illust. Nizar Ali Badr
Trans. Falah Raheem

9781459814905 hc • $20

Mooncakes
Loretta Seto

Illust. Renné Benoit
9781459814318 pb  • $10.95

Angus All Aglow
Heather Smith

Illust. Alice Carter
9781459814936 hc • $19.95

Secret of the Dance
Andrea Spalding and Alfred Scow

Illust. Darlene Gait
9781554691296 pb • $9.95

Art’s Supplies
Chris Tougas

9781459811737 pb • $9.95 

Mechanimals
Chris Tougas

9781459802735 pb • $10.95 

The Matatu
Eric Walters

Illust. Eva Campbell
9781554693016 hc  • $19.95 
9781459812963 pb • $10.95

Surfer Dog
Eric Walters

Illust. Eugenie Fernandes
9781459814356 hc  • $19.95

the books on this page are all available as audiobooks.
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The Great Googlini
Sara Cassidy

Illust. Charlene Chua
9781459817036 pb • $6.95

Black Gold
Sara Cassidy

Illust. Helen Flook
9781459814226 pb • $6.95 

Blackberry Juice
Sara Cassidy

Illust. Helen Flook
9781459812284 pb • $6.95 

Not For Sale
Sara Cassidy

Illust. Helen Flook
9781459807198 pb • $6.95 

Lark and the  
Diamond Caper

Natasha Deen
Illust. Marcus Cutler

9781459814004 pb • $6.95

Lark Holds the Key
Natasha Deen

Illust. Marcus Cutler
9781459807273 pb • $6.95

Lark Takes a Bow
Natasha Deen

Illust. Marcus Cutler
9781459817159 pb • $6.95

Where’s Burgess?
Laurie Elmquist

Illust. David Parkins
9781459814783 pb • $6.95 

Beatrice More Moves In
Alison Hughes

Illust. Helen Flook
9781459807617 pb • $6.95

Bats in Trouble
Pamela McDowell
Illust. Kasia Charko

9781459814035 pb • $6.95 

Salamander Rescue
Pamela McDowell
Illust. Kasia Charko

9781459811232 pb • $6.95

Soapstone Porcupine
Jeff Pinkney

Illust. Darlene Gait
9781459814721 pb • $6.95 

Princess Angelica,  
Camp Catastrophe

Monique Polak
Illust. Jane Heinrichs

9781459815384 pb • $6.95

Bus to the Badlands
Margriet Ruurs

Illust. Claudia Dávila
9781459816701 pb • $6.95

Wild Cards
Jeff Szpirglas

Illust. Dave Whamond
9781459812116 pb • $6.95 

Batcat and the  
Seven Squirrels

Eric Walters
Illust. Kasia Charko

9781459812550 pb • $6.95

FEATURED BACKLIST  |  ORCA ECHOES | AGES 6–8



Orca is proud to publish a diverse  
range of titles by acclaimed  

Indigenous authors and illustrators. 

See page 10 for Orca’s selection of  
board books, picture books, ebooks and  

read-alongs available in dual-language editions
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  “Absolutely necessary.”
—Kirkus Reviews, starred review

 “Monique Gray Smith tackles a difficult topic with 
sensitivity and style…A perfect framework for exploring 

Indigenous history and current issues.”
—Quill & Quire, starred review

 “Emphasizes the power readers themselves possess.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review

 “A vibrant, must-have title.”
—School Library Journal, starred review

Moonbeam Children’s Book Award Winner
Quill & Quire’s Kidlit and YA Books of the Year Commended

Resource Links The Year’s Best Commended
George Ryga Award for Social Awareness in Literature Longlisted

CBC Best Canadian Young Adult and Children’s Books Commended
The Children’s Literature Roundtables of Canada Information Book Award Shortlistedspeakingourtruth.ca

  AWARDS & NOMINATIONS 

INDIGENOUS BOOKS
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FEATURED BACKLIST | THEYTUS BOOKS

Ekwǫ̀ Dǫzhìa Wegond
The Legend of the Caribou Boy

George Blondin and John Blondin
Illust. Ray McSwain

Trans. Mary Rose Sundberg
9781894778718 pb • $19.95

picture book

Edà̀nì Nǫgèe Wegǫ̀ǫ̀̀ Degè̀e Adzà̀
How the Fox Got His Crossed Legs

Virginia Football
Illust. James Wedzin

Trans. Rosa Mantla and Mary Siemens
9781894778749 hc • $20.95

picture book

Eneèko Nàmbe Įkʼǫǫ̀ Kʼeèzhǫ
The Old Man with the  

Otter Medicine
George Blondin and John Blondin

Illust. Archie Beaverho
Trans. Mary Rose Sundberg
9781894778695 pb • $19.95

picture book

The Gathering Tree
Larry Loyie 

 with Constance Brissenden
Illust. Heather D. Holmlund

9781894778428 pb • $18.95
picture book

Jenneli’s Dance
Elizabeth Denny

Illust. Christopher Auchter
9781894778619 pb • $12.95

picture book

Wild Woman Alphabet
Doris Muise

9781926886480 hc • $24.95
picture book

Theytus Books is a leading North American publisher of Indigenous 
voices. Located in syilx territory on the Penticton Indian Reserve in British 
Columbia, Theytus Books is proudly Indigenous-owned and operated in 
partnership with the En’owkin Centre.

As the oldest Indigenous publishing house in Canada, Theytus Books 
is recognized and respected internationally for its contributions to Indigenous literature. Since 
its inception in 1980, Theytus Books has been a leading proponent of Indigenous authors, 
illustrators and artists. It ensures that their voice and vision are expressed with the highest  
level of cultural authenticity and integrity.

Dancing with the Cranes
Jeannette Armstrong

Illust. Ron Hall
9781894778701 pb • $12.95

picture book 

The Salmon Run
Clayton Gauthier
Trans. Francois Prince

9781926886442 pb • $9.95
picture book

Dah Dzāhge Esigits
Angela Dennis et. al

Illust. Peter Morin et. al
9781926886497 pb • $19.95

picture book
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THEYTUS BOOKS | FEATURED BACKLIST 

Yamǫǫ̀zha Ey tsʼǫ Wetsʼèkeè Tsà
Yamozha and His Beaver Wife

As told by Vital Thomas
Illust. Archie Beaulieu

Trans. Mary Siemens
9781894778572 hc • $25.95

picture book

Meshom and  
the Little One
Elaine J. Wagner

Illust. Marie-Micheline Hamelin
9781894778350 pb • $14.00

picture book

Racin’ Jason
Elaine Wagner

Illust. Janet Kaszonyi
9781894778732 pb • $10.95

picture book

My Life In a Kwagu’ł  
Big House

Diane Jacobson
9781894778206 pb • $15.95

young adult nonfiction 

My Life with the Salmon
Diane Jacobson

Illust. Harold Alfred
9781894778886 pb • $16.95

young adult nonfiction 

The Country of  
Sen-om-tuse (sn amtus):

Growing Up the Traditional 
Colville-Okanogan Way

Andrew Joseph, Sr.
Illust. Keith Powell

9781926886299 pb • $6.95
young adult nonfiction 

When the Spirits Dance:  
A Cree Boy’s Search for 

the Meaning for War
Larry Loyie  

with Constance Brissenden
9781926886022 pb • $15.95

young adult nonfiction

mitêwâcimowina:
Indigenous Science Fiction 

and Speculative Storytelling
Neal McLeod (editor)
9781926886398 pb • $24.95

young adult fiction

Gatherings XV:
Youth Water Anthology

Greg Younging (editor)
9781926886404 pb • $22.95

young adult fiction

The Girl Who Grew A Galaxy
Cherie Dimaline

9781926886312 pb • $18.95
young adult fiction

Red Rooms
Cherie Dimaline

9781926886176 pb • $18.95
young adult fiction 

Just a Walk
Jordan Wheeler

Illust. Christopher Auchter
9781894778824 pb • $8.95

picture book

Chuck in the City
Jordan Wheeler

Illust. Christopher Auchter
9781894778817 pb • $8.95

picture book

Slash
Jeannette Armstrong
9781894778459 pb • $21.95

young adult fiction

Goodbye Buffalo Bay
Larry Loyie  

with Constance Brissenden
9781894778626 pb • $16.95

middle reader nonfiction 
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FEATURED BACKLIST | MIDDLE READER FICTION | AGES 9–12

Dominion
Shane Arbuthnott

9781459820029 pb • $10.95
9781459811171 hc • $19.95

Terra Nova
Shane Arbuthnott

9781459814448 pb • $10.95

Walking Backward
Catherine Austen

9781554691470 pb • $9.95

Dirk Daring,  
Secret Agent
Helaine Becker

9781459806832 pb • $9.95 

Let Sleeping Dogs Lie
Helaine Becker

9781459810389 pb • $9.95 

Button Hill
Michael Bradford

9781459807556 pb • $9.95

Everyday Hero
Kathleen Cherry

9781459809826 pb • $9.95 

Duke’s Den
Becky Citra

9781459809017 pb • $9.95

Quid Pro Quo
Vicki Grant

9781459819313 pb • $10.95

Kasey & Ivy
Alison Hughes

9781459815742 pb • $10.95 

Kings of the Court
Alison Hughes

9781459812192 pb • $9.95 

Lost in the Backyard
Alison Hughes

9781459807945 pb • $9.95 

On a Scale from Idiot  
to Complete Jerk

Alison Hughes
9781459804845 pb • $9.95 

Poser
Alison Hughes

9781459801479 pb • $9.95 

Dunces Anonymous
Kate Jaimet

9781554690978 pb • $9.95 

Dunces Rock
Kate Jaimet

9781459805859 pb • $9.95 
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AGES 9–12 | MIDDLE READER FICTION |  FEATURED BACKLIST

So Much for Democracy
Kari Jones

9781459804814 pb • $9.95 

Better Than Weird
Anna Kerz

9781554693627 pb • $9.95 

Count Me In
Sara Leach

9781554694044 pb • $9.95 

My Life as a Diamond
Jenny Manzer

9781459818316 pb • $10.95

Not a Chance
Michelle Mulder

9781459802162 pb • $9.95

Out of the Box
Michelle Mulder

9781554693283 pb • $9.95 

Planet Grief
Monique Polak

9781459815681 pb • $10.95 

Forensics Squad 
Unleashed

Monique Polak
9781459809796 pb • $9.95

Pandas on the Eastside
Gabrielle Prendergast

9781459811430 pb • $9.95

Liars and Fools
Robin Stevenson

9781554692484 pb • $9.95

Record Breaker
Robin Stevenson

9781554699599 pb • $9.95 

The Summer We  
Saved the Bees
Robin Stevenson

9781459808348 pb • $9.95 

Ripple Effect
Sylvia Taekema

9781459808720 pb •$9.95 

Miriam’s Secret
Debby Waldman

9781459814257 pb • $10.95 

Catboy
Eric Walters

9781554699537 pb • $9.95 

The Ruined City
John Wilson

9781459819702 pb • $10.95
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Explore  
Diversity  

with the Orca Origins
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$24.95 hc

Lexiles  
available

72–90 pages
NONFICTION 

FOR AGES 9–12

OriginsOrca

orca origins collection

6 hardcover books
Order #: 2220

ISBN: 9781459822924
Retail: $149.70

All of the books shown on  
this page are available in the 

Orca Origins collection.
orca origins 

collection

“The Orca Origins series is organized around representing  
diversity and fostering intercultural understanding.”

—Resource Links

orcaorigins.com
88     orcabook.com 

GET THEM ALL! New!
Orca Origins Teacher Guide

9781459822443 • $29.95 pb

A comprehensive guide to an 
inquiry-based unit plan using the 

Orca Origins in the classroom.
For more information, see page 68.
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“Highly readable  
historical fiction.”
—School Library Journal

Kelley  
armstrong

9781459806542 pb
$14.95

Vicki 
Grant

9781459806535 pb
$14.95

marthe  
Jocelyn

9781459806689 pb
$14.95

Kathy  
Kacer

9781459806597 pb
$14.95

norah  
mcClintock

9781459806627 pb
$14.95

Teresa  
Toten

9781459806719 pb
$14.95

Eric  
walters

9781459806658 pb
$14.95

secrets  
boxed set
9781459810822

$79.95

It’s 1964 and life is about to change  
for seven teen girls when the orphanage 

they call home burns to the ground. 
Bestselling authors Kelley Armstrong, 
Vicki Grant, Marthe Jocelyn, Kathy 

Kacer, Norah McClintock, Teresa 
Toten and Eric Walters team up for the 

Secrets, a series of linked ya novels that 
can be read in any order.

Also available as audiobooks.readthesecrets.com
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FEATURED BACKLIST | ORCA SPORTS | HI-LO FOR AGES 10+FEATURED BACKLIST | YA FICTION | AGES 12+

All Good Children
Catherine Austen

9781459813878 pb • $14.95 

Drawn Away
Holly Bennett

9781459812529 hc • $19.95

Plank’s Law
Lesley Choyce

9781459812499 pb • $14.95 

If Only
Becky Citra

9781459802865 pb • $12.95

Big Water
Andrea Curtis

9781459815711 pb • $14.95 

How Far We Go  
and How Fast

Nora Decter
9781459816886 pb • $14.95

Me, Myself and Ike
K.L. Denman

9781554690862 pb • $12.95

The Lottery
Beth Goobie

9781551432809 pb • $14.95

Are You Seeing Me?
Darren Groth

9781459810792 hc • $19.95
9781459815087 pb • $14.95

Infinite Blue
Darren Groth & Simon Groth

9781459815131 pb • $14.95

Munro vs. the Coyote
Darren Groth

9781459814097 hc • $19.95

Blood on the Beach
Sarah N. Harvey  

& Robin Stevenson
9781459812932 pb • $14.95 

Spirit Level
Sarah N. Harvey

9781459808164 pb • $14.95

Dancing in the Rain
Shelley Hrdlitschka

9781459810655 pb • $14.95 

Dancing Naked
Shelley Hrdlitschka
9781551432106 pb • $9.95

Lost Boy
Shelley Hrdlitschka

9781459816374 pb • $14.95
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HI-LO FOR AGES 11+ | ORCA LIMELIGHTS |  FEATURED BACKLISTAGES 12+ | YA FICTION |  FEATURED BACKLIST

Hit the Ground Running
Alison Hughes

9781459815445 pb • $14.95 

At the Edge  
of the World

Kari Jones
9781459810624 pb • $14.95 

Punch Like a Girl
Karen Krossing

9781459808287 pb • $12.95

Rodent
Lisa J. Lawrence

9781459809765 pb • $14.95

Lauren Yanofsky  
Hates the Holocaust

Leanne Lieberman
9781459801097 pb • $12.95

The Most  
Dangerous Thing
Leanne Lieberman

9781459811843 pb • $14.95 

The New Normal
Ashley Little

9781459800748 pb • $12.95

The Beckoners
Carrie Mac

9781551437293 pb • $14.95

From Above
Norah McClintock

9781459809338 pb • $10.95 

Taken
Norah McClintock

9781554691524 pb • $14.95

Black Chuck
Regan McDonell

9781459816305 pb • $14.95 

Subject to Change
Karen Nesbitt

9781459811461 pb • $14.95 

Straight Punch
Monique Polak

9781459803916 pb • $12.95

Audacious
Gabrielle Prendergast
9781459802643 pb • $12.95 

Capricious
Gabrielle Prendergast
9781459814288 pb • $14.95

Way to Go
Tom Ryan

9781459800779 pb • $12.95
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Canadian Sales Foreign Rights 

Retail Accounts, 
Excluding Ontario 
Leslie Bootle 
1-800-210-5277 or  
leslie@orcabook.com

Wholesale and 
Educational Accounts  
Dayle Sutherland  
1-800-210-5277 or  
dayle@orcabook.com

Major Accounts, 
Ontario Retail Accounts 
Margaret Bryant 
416-809-3780 or  
margaret@orcabook.com

Gift and Nontraditional 
Accounts 
Jen Cameron  
1-800-210-5277 or  
jencameron@orcabook.com

CANADIAN SALES REPRESENTATIVES 

Set You Free
Jeff Ross

9781459807976 pb • $14.95

Blank
Trina St. Jean

9781459808072 pb • $12.95

Baygirl
Heather Smith

9781459802742 pb • $12.95 

A Thousand  
Shades of Blue
Robin Stevenson

9781551439211 pb • $12.95

The World Without Us
Robin Stevenson

9781459806801 pb • $12.95 

90 Days of Different
Eric Walters

9781459816732 hc • $19.95 

The Third Act
John Wilson

9781459819672 pb • $14.95

Away Running
David Wright & Luc Bouchard

9781459810464 pb • $14.95 

FEATURED BACKLIST | YA FICTION | AGES 12+

To inquire about foreign or  
translation rights, please  
contact Ruth Linka  
at ruth@orcabook.com

Please contact  
your rep for discounts,  

terms and seasonal  
retail specials.

For general inquiries, please email  
orca@orcabook.com
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____ Amber Fang: Hunted (p. 34) $14.95 p b

____ The Animals of Chinese New Year (p. 2) $9.95 b b

____ Babies of the Great Bear Rainforest (p. 9) $9.95 b b

____ Badir and the Beaver (p. 24) $6.95 p b

____ Le bateau magique (The Magic Boat) (p. 14) $19.95 h c

____ Beatrice More and the Perfect Party (p. 27) $6.95 p b

____ Billy Stuart in the Minotaur’s Lair (p. 30) $9.95 p b

____ The Bodyguard (p. 58) $9.95 p b

____ Cub (p. 59) $9.95 p b

____ Death by Airship (p. 47) $9.95 p b

____ Eight Times Up (p. 29) $10.95 p b

____ Embrace the Chicken (p. 47) $9.95 p b

____ The Girl and the Wolf (p. 12) $19.95 h c

____ The Goddaughter Does Vegas (p. 65) $9.95 p b

____ Home Sweet Neighborhood (p. 39) $19.95 h c

____ How to Become an Accidental Genius (p. 37) $24.95 h c

____ I Am a Feminist (p. 42) $19.95 h c

____ The Invisible Garden (p. 15) $19.95 h c

____ Jammer Star (p. 54) $9.95 p b

____ Lark and the Dessert Disaster (p. 25) $6.95 p b

____ The Magic Boat (p. 14) $19.95 h c

____ My Body My Choice (p. 43) $19.95 h c

____ My Love is For You (p. 3) $9.95 b b

____ Nova in New York (p. 52) $9.95 p b

____ On the Internet (p. 21) $19.95 h c

____ On the Playground (p. 20) $19.95 h c

____ One Patch of Blue (p.4) $9.95 b b

____ One Yellow Ribbon (p. 5) $9.95 b b

____ Orca Footprints Teacher Guide (p. 69) $29.95 p b

____ Orca Origins Teacher Guide (p. 68) $29.95 p b

____ A Plan for Pops (p. 16) $19.95 h c

____ Pride Colors (p. 7) $9.95 b b

____ Princess Angelica, Part-Time… (p. 26) $6.95 p b

____ Robert Bateman: The Boy… (p. 22) $29.95 h c

____ Room 555 (p. 46) $9.95 p b

____ Shutout (p. 54) $9.95 p b

____ Le Silence…(The Silence Slips In) (p. 17) $19.95 h c

____ The Silence Slips In (p. 17) $19.95 h c

____ Speaking Our Truth Teacher Guide (p. 69) $29.95 p b

____ Tank & Fizz:…Tentacle Terror (p. 31) $9.95 p b

____ Thicker Than Water (p. 59) $9.95 p b

____ Through the Elephant’s Door (p. 18) $19.95 h c

____ Tick Tock Terror (p. 46) $9.95 p b

____ Tiny House, Big Fix (p. 64) $9.95 p b

____ Trail of Crumbs (p. 35) $14.95 p b

____ The Unbroken Hearts Club (p. 58) $9.95 p b

____ Une idée pour Papi (A Plan for Pops) (p. 16) $19.95 h c

____ The Vegetable Museum (p. 28) $10.95 p b

____ You Hold Me Up • Ki Kîhcêyimin Mâna (p. 11) $19.95 h c

____ Zoe and the Fawn (p. 13) $19.95 h c
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Find us online!

the orca blog
orcabook.com/blog

@orcabook

1932861

orcabook.com toll-free 1-800-210-5277 fax 1-877-408-1551 email orca@orcabook.com

I can’t conceive of anything being more varied and rich and handsome 
than the planet Earth. And its crowning beauty is the natural world. 

—Robert Bateman, naturalist and painter


